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INTRODUCTION

This book began with a personal journey to Kurdistan that grew to
include meaning far greater than my personal desire to seek an-
swers. In the summer of 2012 I interviewed several people in the
region and methodically compiled notes, which came to serve as
the basis of this work. The process invariably involved scribbling
on notepads and keying information on mobile phones and other
equipment as I traveled in cities and remote villages. When I re-
turned to London I assembled the material at a coffee shop on Put-
ney High Street. There, the smell of coffee and background chatter
provided the familiar environment I needed to bring this project to
life.   

Kurdistan, or the vast area on which Kurdish people have tradi-
tionally lived, is a region encompassing parts of Iran, Iraq, Syria
and Turkey. Although not widely known previously, the history of
the Kurdish struggle for autonomy has received more attention in
recent times. While the independence of the Kurdish people is of
great importance to me, here you will read mostly my reflections
of the inner struggles taking place in Southern Kurdistan - the
place of my birth. Southern Kurdistan has experienced un-
precedented growth in the last decade. Yet, this growth has not
changed some of the problematic aspects of Kurdish society, such
as the way social structures work to undermine women's advance-
ment, and how a fragmented economy is cementing class divisions
in the region. 
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Despite the ascension of a small elite in Southern Kurdistan,
these social ills - namely the oppression of women, the increasing
poverty of the poor and the neglect of orphaned children - remain
omnipresent in the region. A Journey to Kurdistan exposes these
social problems with the main goal of promoting a humane and in-
clusive progress for everyone. That said, I declare outright that I
am not an expert of Kurdish history and my Kurdish ancestry does
not make me an authority on Kurdish matters. I am simply a per-
son following a moral obligation to seek justice and respect hu-
manity. 

My effort to answer the call for action was made possible by the
involvement of several people who opened their homes and hearts
to me, and who took the time to consider my questions and answer
them with poignant honesty. To these generous people I remain
grateful and indebted. As you embark on your own journey to Kur-
distan, you will come to know many of these brave souls. Al-
though I have changed most of their names here to safeguard pri-
vacy, this will not interfere with your ability to connect with their
stories on a human level.

The information presented here combines stories, informal re-
ports of events, observations and general analysis. My choice to
write honestly about what I have seen in Kurdistan has angered
some people, offended others and at times earned me the rep-
utation of cultural traitor. I do not take this to heart because I un-
derstand that many of the improvements needed in Kurdistan re-
quire a thorough reevaluation of the unethical aspects of culture.
For example, if a married woman develops a close relationship
with another man and later meets her death at the hands of rel-
atives defending honor, surely this is a tradition that we - as human
beings - must speak about and challenge. If children labor long
hours at street markets and beg on street corners in the cold of win-
ter because their parents are too poor to survive without the extra
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income, we must bear witness to their plight. The choice to speak
the truth - and not shield it from public knowledge in the name of
cultural guardianship - is one that makes us human and adds value
to a truly honorable experience in the world.

In the same vein, we must remember that there is a great deal of
good in Kurdish society, and there are many Kurdish people who
support global progress. Like most places on Earth, Southern Kur-
distan is fraught with good and evil, beaming with endless pos-
sibility for advancement. To seize this opportunity we must side
with honesty and cooperation.
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Chapter 1

Kurdish culture is primarily influenced by Arab, European and
Persian cultures. Although Arab traditions have greatly determined
religious and cultural practices in Kurdistan, relations between the
two groups have not always been ideal. However, this changed sig-
nificantly in 2004 following the fall of Saddam Saddam, the for-
mer Iraqi leader known for his ruthless control of the region. Since
then, International investors have been exploring business op-
portunities in Southern Kurdistan, and this has fueled progress in
the region. Today people in Southern Kurdistan adopt many Eu-
ropean values that create demand for certain products. This general
progress has prompted the construction of more sophisticated in-
frastructure, such as buildings, roadways and telecommunications
systems, and equally affected social and political structures. Al-
though some might see these changes in line with human evolution
and welcome their course, others in Kurdistan have come to per-
ceive them as threats to Kurdish culture. The distrust has elicited
an extreme form of cultural preservation that contrasts the pro-
gressive course and preserves archaic Kurdish traditions, such as
those that use gender to compromise the basic freedoms of women
and girls. To counteract the fanaticism, Kurdish thinkers have be-
gun to popularize the view that human progress inevitably entails a
reassessment of unfair cultural practices, and that the oppression of
any person harms the common good. 

The history of Kurdish people is fraught with challenges. Often
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referred to as a people without a land, given that there is no clear
delineation of a Kurdish country, the Kurdish struggle for auton-
omy took prominence in the earlier part of the 20th century, when
Kurds attempted unsuccessfully to establish a Kurdish state. Hav-
ing failed, their predicament worsened with mounting turmoil in
the region, and by the time Saddam assumed power in the 1970s,
the Kurds lived under active persecution and genocidal threat. The
decades-long discrimination against their ethnic group effectively
prevented Kurds from forming strong political parties in Kurdi-
stan, a fact of history now confined to the past. Today several
Kurdish parties and media entities exist in Kurdistan. They
strengthen Kurdish confidence and help people stay connected and
access networks that support the Kurdish effort for independence.
Although positive, these remarkable achievements have triggered
opposition among Kurds who oppose globalization, fearing that it
will destroy old customs. 

Southern Kurdistan now enjoys a parliamentary democracy that
fosters the emergence of political groups and participatory interest
in younger generations. While the region's political landscape de-
velops, a contrasting and troubling social practice continues in
some communities: The fatal castigation of women found to have
behaved dishonorably. Occurring throughout Kurdistan, these acts
reinforce the old belief that killing an "amoral" woman is a right-
eous and necessary action that restores honor to her family. (I will
address this problem in greater detail ahead.)

The region also has a severe problem with the unbalanced dis-
tribution of resources. While some Kurdish families enjoy bound-
less privilege and access to services, a significant percentage of the
population struggles to pay for basic necessities. From what I have
witnessed in the region, it seems that the wealthy are gaining
wealth as the the poor fall deeper into the labyrinth of poverty.
This growing economic divide has not sparked significant action
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for change among the rich of Kurdistan. The absence of phil-
anthropic effort is thus cultivating an oppressive force that remains
oblivious to how selective prosperity pins the poor. I know that
many will challenge these observations, perhaps because it can be
more difficult for those near to recognize social problems that ap-
pear obvious to outsiders. For those of us who visit the region pe-
riodically the changing social fabric is crystal clear - and alarming.

Wealth in Kurdistan brings extra privileges to young women.
Shielded by the socioeconomic position of a wealthy family, many
transcend the rigid dogmas of tradition to welcome modern fash-
ion. In a traditional society where people expect women to cover
their bodies, the privileged few wear what they want, opting for
sleeveless garments or short skirts, without the fear of public in-
timidation. Theirs is a position of power upon which lies an ideal
platform to aid the disenfranchised. Yet, rather than advocate basic
freedoms for all women, those of privilege enjoy their lot without
challenging the oppressive conditions that restrict the less for-
tunate, such as the thousands of Kurdish women and girls who
don’t have absolute freedom or control over their lives.

The closest act approximating an effort to speak for the basic
rights of all women seems to have come from a campaign pro-
moting a women's sector in the Kurdish government. Supporters
argued that it was necessary to create such a group to handle
"women's affairs". Although motivated by good intentions, an ef-
fort that segregates issues according to gender is not helpful be-
cause it alienates women and isolates problems instead of pre-
senting them as social conditions that affect everyone. If there is a
problem, and it happens to relate to women, the government must
address it collectively - not create an institution that appoints only
women to address it. Kurdistan needs a broader view of society
and politics. Change is incremental, but it does not occur if we
place women in positions that classify their needs as special. 
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The region is undergoing great transition, but its future depends
largely on people's willingness to welcome change that does not
dispense the general input of women and younger generations. To
ensure long term prosperity in Kurdistan, local leaders must ac-
knowledge the area's endemic social problems and devise plans to
assist people. Inevitably, this course of action must encompass the
revision of political and social structures that favor archaic sys-
tems of leadership and characterize women as inferior to men.
Kurdish leaders have begun this work with the courage to chal-
lenge beliefs that instigate deadly practices, such as honor killings,
which push families to liquidate women.

Honor is a driving force that transcends social and economic stat-
us in Kurdistan, where people apply the concept in everyday life.
Patriarchy (a system wherein men control and women obey)
guides honor locally, so even women who seemingly command
power tend to express one forged in a patriarchal mold. This fea-
ture of Kurdish culture certainly needs reconstruction, but it does
not benefit from derogatory labels, which I have heard occa-
sionally when discussing the need for equality in Kurdistan. The
truth is, human beings are full of complexities, so it does not help
to view a whole ethnic group through the lens of one defective
principle.

The Kurds are a diverse bunch, and not all of them follow op-
pressive traditions. My family, for instance, appreciates Kurdish
culture but remains receptive to new ideas. Although my parents
incorporated elements of honor in my upbringing, they em-
phasized the importance of autonomy in life. I know other Kurdish
families - in London and Southern Kurdistan - who combine tradi-
tional and modern values to maintain healthy balance in their lives.
I am aware, however, that this subgroup differs from those who
adhere to strict moral codes of honor. 
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People have misapplied honor for so long that its true sig-
nificance has become lost in the misinterpretations that infuse pro-
hibitive notions of respect into Kurdish society. Such mis-
application of honor has served mostly to force women and girls
into a limiting human experience that reduces their ability to make
choices and communicate with members of the opposite sex. Odd-
ly, even though Kurdish culture has positively transformed in the
last century, its concept of honor has remained stagnant, still re-
quiring "honorable" women to behave reservedly in manner and
style. By and large, the practice seems based on ancient social
structures that somehow relate to women existing in a model of de-
pendency and subordination. 

When we examine honor in Kurdish society, we see that the in-
terpretation of religion has factored in its development; but this
does not mean that we can blame faith for the way people commit
crimes and inflict oppression. Like Buddhism, Christianity, Hindu-
ism and Judaism, Islam - predominant among Kurds - depends on
human interpretation, itself directed by a belief system formulated
through experiences and the acquisition of knowledge. In Kurdi-
stan, where honor and religion connect sacredly, moral values
have plotted an uneven course for men and women. Funda-
mentally, this social disequilibrium harms everyone, but in prac-
tical life it is those born female (and poor) who bear the brunt of
its limitations. 

Sexual history and any behavior perceived as intimate underlie
Kurdish honor. People judge women according to their re-
lationships with men, and they judge men according to the way
their female relatives relate to men. The strict social lines demand
that unrelated men and women maintain distance from each other
to avoid disgracing their families. Inevitably, these separative pre-
requisites to honor percolate into the professional world and force
women to avoid careers that would require them to communicate
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regularly with male colleagues. In a patriarchal society where fe-
male reputation is the measure of honor, unconventional moves
can bring indignity. Hence women who defy traditional hierarchies
to gain independence often encounter hefty criticism, or even iso-
lation from those who fear being associated with someone labeled
dishonorable. (I discuss a particular case later.)

In Kurdish society parents are predominantly responsible for en-
forcing the social restrictions meant to keep women honorable and
virginal until matrimony, at which point the husband assumes the
role of guardian. Male relatives join closely in the effort to safe-
guard their womenfolk before and after marriage. Restrictive rules
are wide and varied, but all serve the purpose of keeping women
away from the opposite sex. In the past these efforts focused main-
ly on creating barriers to physical contact, but with the increasing
popularity of wireless and digital technologies, families have in-
tensified the effort to restrict women. Their attempts have reignited
a disturbing ancient practice in Kurdistan: The killing of women
who break the rules and connect with men who are not kin. Al-
though rarely classified as crimes related to honor, most instances
of domestic violence come after men accuse their wives of com-
mitting dishonorable acts that shame the entire family. Even so,
the increase in crimes against women has not motivated local au-
thorities to actively prosecute perpetrators.

Traditional Kurdish culture demands that honorable women speak
softly, refrain from alcohol consumption and wear clothing that
conceals the form and shape of their bodies. The cultural values for
respectable men are substantially opposite - among other things,
they must speak loud and strongly to demonstrate manhood. Men
also enjoy an added benefit: They can commit adultery and re-
linquish culpability, given that most communities tend to blame
women for their husbands' philandering. Honor as such, diminishes
women's basic rights and places men in a position of privilege.  
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I explored the incidence of honor crimes in Kurdistan and met
people like Hana, who had lost her daughter Azheen to an honor
killing. Hana recounted that it began when her son-in-law claimed
to have discovered text messages in Azheen's mobile phone and
accused her of having an affair with his best friend. He then gath-
ered their sons and together they battered Azheen to death. The
family of the alleged lover later provided a sum equivalent to
US$5,000 in restitution. While infidelity is a dishonorable act for
most people, it does not warrant the killing of a human being - and
certainly not because a spouse concludes that distant communica-
tion proves wrongdoing. Moreover, the use of money as accept-
able compensation for a person's deliberate death adds outrage to a
outrageous crime. Azheen's sad story ends with the police rec-
ognizing her murder as a case of honor and dismissing further in-
vestigation because at the time the new laws pertaining to honor-
based killings were not in force.

Some Kurdish politicians have condemned honor violence, but
have done little to stop people from killing women accused of dis-
honorable behavior. For example, Barham Salih once promised to
launch a nationwide campaign to eliminate gender violence and
acknowledged that it takes more than legislation to change cultural
attitudes. His efforts have not changed the misconceptions sur-
rounding honor killings in Kurdistan, where even young women
fail to understand their inhumane nature. I suppose this happens
because people are a product of their environment, and as such
come to regard it as normal. It is difficult to challenge ingrained
practices and rethink ideas that are so embedded in cultural iden-
tity, particularly when doing so involves the risk of ostracism in
one's community.

The Kurdish concept of honor is complex, but it has many as-
pects that are clearly unjust. We cannot deny that it is wrong for
women to endure a custom that bases their human worth on the
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way they love, dress and socialize. Proponents of the strict and im-
balanced values of honor like to say that their beliefs follow re-
ligious guidelines, but such claims are mostly fabrications de-
signed to oppress women. For some unfortunate reason (or lack
thereof), these individuals believe that keeping one gender socially
imprisoned strengthens men and balances society. They could not
be more mistaken. 

Location influences lifestyle in Southern Kurdistan. In rural areas
most women wear head scarves, while this is significantly less in
cities, where residents perceive the headscarf as old fashioned. On
the outskirts of major transit areas women work alongside men, at
farms and other places, to earn income - and this is acceptable in
their communities. The way families apply the restrictions of hon-
or and take action to preserve it depends more on their inter-
pretation of religion and politics than geography. Although stereo-
types of villagers often depict them as the strict guardians of
honor, in reality most related crimes occur in cities.

As mentioned earlier, Kurdish culture demands that men super-
vise their female relatives and ensure that their behavior is hon-
orable. The task - which requires brothers, uncles, cousins and hus-
bands to stop women from communicating with unrelated men - is
becoming increasingly difficult, as modern technology penetrates
the walls of archaic customs. The worldwide expansion of digital
networks now allows people to communicate in a way that defies
the rigid barriers protecting honor. These developments have mo-
tivated men in Kurdistan to expand their control tactics on women,
particularly as more people engage with social media. I discussed
the topic with Sonia, a timid 16-year-old girl from Erbil (also
known as Hewler), and learned that her family had forbidden her
to use cell phones. 

Many Kurdish parents keep daughters indoors, while they allow
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sons to play outside. This is how upbringing and honor restrictions
form a cultural thread to shape the way gender controls freedom.
When children learn that boys and girls cannot enjoy the same
privileges, they grow to view society through a lens welded in dis-
crimination. It is thus only natural for them to perpetuate the cycle
of inequality later in life. This may help explain why women ac-
cept patriarchy in Kurdistan. 

Patriarchal systems are by nature oppressive to women, but the
continuous oppression of women is critical to their success. When
patriarchy guides nearly every institution in Kurdistan, it becomes
particularly difficult for new generations to make changes that fa-
vor basic rights for everyone. This is certainly the case where peo-
ple avoid voicing discord for fear of being ostracized by their com-
munity. Nevertheless the time has come to recognize the way
Kurdish honor has been a servant of patriarchy. True honor is uni-
versal and free from the categorizations that binds gender to in-
justice; it dispenses benefit and reasonable consequences in neutral
doses. Honor in its uncorrupted form follows a humane standard
unshackled by sexism.

The Kurdish media could help dispel the myths surrounding hon-
or, but instead it reinforces them. Newspapers, magazines and
broadcasting channels routinely exalt men for their achievements
and criticize women for their personal choices, implying that their
relationships attest lack of honor. Presenter Avin Aso has been the
victim of such tirades, while her male colleagues escape scrutiny
altogether. These unfair impositions of patriarchy run rampant in
all sectors of society.

Honor is inextricably linked to power and status. People use it to
measure human worth and decide how much to respect someone.
Honorable people enjoy a respectable social position that stands in
contrast to the lot of others. The phenomenon is present in eastern
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and western societies, but throughout both, honor's application to
women frequently relates to their interaction with men. The ex-
treme example of this lies in how people admire promiscuous men,
but label similar women as sluts. It seems that in most parts of the
world honor reserves its heavier losses for women. 

In Kurdistan, the allegation of dishonorable behavior alleges sex-
ual misconduct and brings dire consequences. The punishment for
women found to have lost honor ranges from verbal abuse and
physical violence to premeditated murder - the honor killing.
Those who survive attacks enter a life of reduced mobility, and ex-
perience various maladies stemming from the verbal assaults and
conditions imposed. Few will discuss their predicament with oth-
ers, as shame follows their family and people avoid them to avert
dishonor by association. Honor that creates such situations is so
misconstrued that is stands in sharp contrast to its true meaning. In
its pure form, and as truly religious people conceive it, honor in-
spires compassion, civility and reason - not brutality. In a perfect
world people would gravitate toward the higher principles, but the
complexity of human existence relies on challenging imperfection.

Some Kurds define female chastity according to specific inter-
pretations of religion; others draw their understanding from folk-
lore, which is also infused with doctrinal conceptualizations. This
makes Kurdish culture inevitably religious - or at least influenced
by the way people understand and follow faith. If culture in-
fluences personality, human beings must develop a sense of self
that intertwines with cultural values. This suggests that a sig-
nificant portion of the population in Kurdistan upholds the re-
pressive notions that oppress women. This is problematic because
a region that harbors oppressive ideals cannot advance to its maxi-
mum potential - it mainly builds tension that can trigger conflict.

Honor is better served when people have the freedom to explore
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its significance beyond the boundaries of an established, normative
concept. Individual choice - not coercion or indoctrination - must
be the central driver of morality. When a society practices a form
of honor that preaches inequality and allows the persecution of dis-
sidents, it creates a tyrannical environment. Tyranny produces re-
sistance, so ultimately the traditions that assault human liberty are
the same that inspire revolt.

Mothers and fathers have a peculiar role in the representation of
Kurdish honor, which requires them to enforce strict rules to guard
the virtue of unmarried daughters. This ordinarily entails imposing
many restrictions on girls. Methods used to implement honor can
be extreme. In India, for example, it was once honorable for a
woman to commit suicide following the death of her husband. The
ancient Hindu practice - called Sati and outlawed - would outrage
many people today, particularly in areas where the feminist move-
ment has galvanized momentum. Honor practices have followed
distinct patterns for centuries, but this may change as modern com-
munications systems help expose people to new ideas.

Culture influences people and people influence culture. It is a re-
ciprocal, dynamic process. People change, culture changes.
Whereas in the past we lived divided by geographical distance, we
now use advanced technology to close the spacial gap and com-
municate instantly. This, along with economic globalization, has
changed societies, financial systems and the way people identify
within a multicultural world. Progress will continue if we listen to
new ideas and welcome change. We do not need to discard values
and principles when we meet someone with different views; but
we can consider their unique interpretation of the concepts we val-
ue. This process allows us the opportunity to reconsider or vin-
dicate our beliefs. Ultimately, it is the strength of new ideas that
enriches families and societies, and stimulates people to view the
world through a wider angle - one which may include free will and
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peace among human beings.

Societal progress depends on how people treat each other and
honor human liberty. In Kurdistan and throughout the Middle East,
restrictions on women follow weak notions of masculinity that
measure manhood according to power over female relatives. In-
stead of encouraging males to develop inner strength, communities
pressure them to overpower women as a means to develop and as-
sert masculinity. To challenge this system, we must educate men
and establish a support network for women and girls seeking help.
Such efforts, however, can only work when governments assume
responsibility for social problems and offer financial support to
charities and organizations working to eliminate violence against
women.
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Chapter 2

Kurdish women patiently await their feminist revolution. Small
scale campaigns have made some noise, but still have a long way
ahead in the struggle for equal rights in Southern Kurdistan, where
female leadership is scarce. Nonetheless, since the fall of Saddam,
the region has prospered tremendously and this has influenced
gender relations. Local prosperity has allowed women more free-
dom, and they are now more visible and socially active.

Women in the West have long fought for reproductive rights and
legal rights, with varying degrees of success. Theirs is a fight fa-
miliar to Kurdish women. I have a relative who terminated a preg-
nancy in the 1908s through unconventional methods. Abortions re-
mains illegal throughout Kurdistan, the basis of  which is that
religion prohibits it. This disregards self-sovereignty and auton-
omy for women. My mother explained that in Kurdistan abortion
has not become a nation-wide issue. It remains something that is
“private” and “no one’s business”. Although it seems socially ac-
cepted in certain situations for women to have an abortion illegal-
ly. However, this topic has not surfaced to a political paradigm
where passing legislation to allow women to have access to abor-
tion is permitted. The problem remains to be in the fact that wom-
en are not keen to highlight this topic because they are often char-
acter assassinated in the media when topics similar to this are
raised. 
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The patriarchal ideology of chastity requires unmarried women
to remain celibate and married women to have sexual relations
only with their husbands - but it allows men of any marital status
to explore sex with women. Obviously such moral code creates a
demand for prostitution, which seems hypocritical in a society that
clings to the image of women as virginal beings. Yet, throughout
the region people uphold these tenets. No sector of Kurdish society
escapes the effects of patriarchy. This is evidenced in the way the
public scrutinizes female politicians down to the minute details of
their attire and personal lives, while sparing men in public office
from the same callous intrusions.

Although they hold substantial power, male politicians have not
created a genuine space for people to discuss the issues that affect
women. This is not unique to Kurdistan, but the region lags where
some countries have tried to integrate diverse input in government.
This seemed apparent in 2009, when a drafting committee final-
ized the Kurdish Regional Constitution without consulting wom-
en's rights experts. Although the document makes references to
safety and discrimination, it does not explicitly condemn the cul-
tural practices that hurt women. Such approach seems superficial
in that it clears officials from responsibility, but does little to stop
gender violence. A higher step in the right direction would include
the implementation of laws that stipulate rights for women.

Oppression comes in many forms, and not all leave immediate
marks. It can be conniving, such as when people silence those who
question honor by accusing them of disrespecting Kurdish culture;
and it can be subtle in the way it pressures women to emulate a
conflicting body ideal. The media, despite its positive effects, has
become a vessel for corporations that capitalize on the markets that
exploit women. Using certain models as the face of their product
advertisements, companies bombard the public with images of
women who are disproportionately thin, white and overtly sexual.
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In a society that prizes female purity, these images pressure wom-
en to adapt their bodies to unrealistic standards and simultaneously
display a virginal demeanor. Meanwhile plastic surgeons stand
readily available to excise and enhance body parts to oblige the
madness.

Beauty myths cause damage that extends beyond the scalpel.
They teach normal adolescents - the majority of whom do not re-
semble young women on television and advertising campaigns - to
feel inadequate and loathe the features that contrast those of mod-
els. Often unconsciously, girls link happiness with physical per-
fection and come to believe that their lives would improve if they
modified the traits that appear defective. In adulthood, they shift
their focus to desperately preserve youth, as they remain enslaved
by the pursuit of a flawless physique. Regrettably, women seldom
realize that their quest is a prisoner of distortion.

In 2008 I visited a small province in Southern Kurdistan and
stayed with a family who had two young daughters. The girls, who
had blond hair, hazel eyes and beautifully tanned skin, seemed
equally impressed with my pale complexion. When I first walked
through their garden, I noticed buckets strategically placed to cap-
ture rainwater, which soon poured down leaving a fresh smell of
soil in the air. The trees looked blissful as raindrops cleared dirt
from their leaves. The next morning the sisters ran outside and
washed their faces with the water collected in the buckets. They
laughed with glee as they splattered each other with the water. Cu-
rious, I asked the girls why they had washed their faces with the
rainwater. "April rain makes our skin light and pretty!" they ex-
claimed enthusiastically with the characteristic innocence of chil-
dren.

Their response seemed strange to me because in London I was
raised in a social context that prized tanned skin. As a teenager I
spent hours outside with friends at the first sight of sunshine,
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which is rare for the city. We would rub Vaseline on our faces and
hands hoping that our skin would absorb sunlight and become
darker. I told the girls that I knew people who desired their com-
plexion and spent money buying products to darken their skin. The
girls looked puzzled. They could not understand why anyone
would wish for darker skin. I hope one day they will learn to ap-
preciate their skin tone without associating beauty to white or
black.

Beauty is a tool of patriarchy. People base contemporary de-
pictions of women on the notion of a feminine ideal that does not
exist in reality. Kurdish women have yet to publicly challenge the
beauty ideal that constantly pressures them to alter their bodies.
But their lack of criticism does not reflect support for the current
beauty ideal; it simply shows that a cultural revolution is further in
the horizon. People are not yet ready for a feminist revolution in
Kurdistan. Women are not angry enough to launch a coordinated
uprising against patriarchy. But the time will come and then wom-
en will protest against the media and the tormenting images used
to portray them. Women will no longer accept repressive feminine
norms, such as the idolized virgin turned goddess. They will com-
pel the government to include women in politics and ensure that
they are not merely a voiceless quota to fill government seats for a
better international image.

Currently there are secularists who protest the lack of women's
rights and oppose honor traditions in Kurdistan, but they blame re-
ligion for the conditions and view it as an enemy. Such narrow, an-
tagonistic approach is not constructive. Anyone can attack religion
and misquote religious texts to explain the world's problems, but
this does not help women living in oppression; it only brings vis-
ibility to extremists who abhor religion.

Religion itself - Islam specifically - is not at fault for the rigid
traditions that torment women. People idolize female honor in
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many societies, including those Islamic. However, critics have
connected the incidence of honor killings mostly to Islam. Such as-
sociation reveals a fundamental discrimination against Islam that
creates more hatred in the world and does not change the situation
for women. Honor killings are devastating and occur among fol-
lowers of various faiths.

Logic shows that religion is not the main factor in the killings of
women, and bigotry does little to solve problems. Women have
been violently and fatally attacked for thousands of years. This
ugly fact of life is not new to human history. Violence against
women occurs throughout our planet, not only in the East. What
makes the location of violence so unique is that in some regions
women do not have access to a legal system that upholds justice.
The women who do live in places where the law is consistent, are
often too ashamed and fearful to complain against their attackers,
who are often family members. Thus, a mature, humane approach
to helping women at risk ought to exclude the urge to vilify re-
ligion, particularly since isolating it as the cause of violence
against women prevents people from understanding the complex
structure of patriarchy. 

In my visits to Erbil I have observed milder forms of patriarchy
at local cafes, where men smoke and play board games. Locally,
people find it normal to see men at these cafes during evenings,
but if women were to do the same, they would immediately dis-
pute their chastity. None of these tea-shops (known as chaixana)
have made room for women, and instead of pushing for a cafe
open to all genders, someone opened one for women. This solution
reinforces separation between the sexes, which is not normal, giv-
en that men and women coexist socially. 

Local men tend to ostracize women. They disapprove of ex-
troverted women because they feel uncomfortable with women
who exhibit traits socially perceived as male. Thus, insecurity
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causes men to feel threatened by the presence of an outgoing and
confident woman. A woman's expression of strength and in-
dependence unsettles dominant men because they know she is less
likely to tolerate injustice. Still, these impressions should not in-
vite generalizations. Although they come from observation, they
do not represent the entire population in Kurdistan. There are
Kurdish men who support feminism and do not believe in the sub-
missiveness of women. Nevertheless, the Kurds are a proud people
who cherish their culture, so most will paint a wholesome picture
of their communities to outsiders. This keeps them from facing the
problem of limited communication between the sexes.

In Erbil I take small steps to challenge patriarchy. For example,
once when my mother and I traveled around the Citadel of Arbil
by taxi, I sat in the front passenger seat. As we discussed politics,
the driver repeatedly referenced my gender in attempts to belittle
my comments. It was a frustrating experience, which I imagine lo-
cal women endure daily, but I learned that it is possible to with-
stand such situation - with persistence. Winning an argument is not
always vital, but it is important for people to articulate their
thoughts without hesitation. We should give no one the power to
use gender as a reason to devalue our argument. If we remember
this and persist, we can influence culture in a way that benefits
everyone. 

Not all aspects of Kurdish culture are patriarchal, so there must
be a way to preserve heritage and fight discrimination against
women. This is a difficult task, but a worthy one. My friends and I
are determined to reclaim women's rights in Kurdistan, so we have
begun a feminist club in Erbil, where people can discuss their
problems and share ideas for change. We use social media to dis-
play updates of discussions and announce activities. The group is
small, but it grows as we add members from the areas that have
less exposure to the concept of women's rights.
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Chapter 3

The idea of being masculine is inherently linked to being male, just
as the idea of being feminine is associated with being female. In
Southern Kurdistan rules guide masculinity. To earn social respect
and acceptance as males, men must behave in a manner that ex-
presses aggression, courage, competitiveness, strength and fear-
lessness. People interpret these behaviors as a sign of manhood. In
contrast, they expect respectably feminine women to be gentle, del-
icate, submissive, dependent, innocent, pure and chaste. In this so-
ciocultural context of extremes, men behave as manly as possible to
distinguish themselves from women - or rather, the contrasting im-
age they have of women.

There are two types of masculinity. One is male masculinity not
identified in relation to women; the other is masculinity applied in
the familial context in relation to women. Can masculine male iden-
tity exist independently of the relationship to women? Masculinity
itself does not demand that men exert power and control on women.
In its untainted form, masculinity is free from patriarchy and does
not oppress women, but this is rare in Kurdish culture. However,
change approaches with rapid development in Kurdistan, as some
women become more independent and challenge the structures of
patriarchy. Treating patriarchy in Kurdistan is a monumental task. It
will take time, and the process will be compounded by the growing
influence of surrounding countries that follow patriarchal models.

Despite cultural and technological advancement throughout our
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world, ideas of masculinity still compel men to replicate a false
ideal based on the mythological hero of film and fantasy books.
Western media often depicts men as aggressive, valiant, com-
petitive, and the entertainment industry emphasizes these attributes.
Action films usually include strong male characters who overcome
adversity, while protecting women and children. In Kurdish films
and soap operas actresses play the roles of women victimized and
wronged, while men display impenetrable masculinity. This variety
of patriarchy is not exclusive to Kurdish culture, and it is one form
that reinforces patriarchal ideals - even on people aware of the dis-
crimination of women.

In the Abrahamic religions - Judaism, Christianity, Islam - women
have played many roles, but their contributions have been often
overlooked. The absence of this information has somehow mas-
culinized religion. Some scholarly texts outline women's inferiority
in a poor effort to support the myth of men being stronger and pos-
sessing greater capability for responsibility. The interpretation of re-
ligion via a masculine lens places women at a disadvantage; and it is
quite damaging to use religious terminology to subdue women in so-
cieties that value religion and female chastity. The effects are doub-
ly harmful, as religion then becomes a catalyst in the cultural op-
pression of women.

Despite the challenges, Kurdistan has some women who challenge
the contrasting ideas of feminine and masculine behavior, and hold
jobs previously reserved for men. For instance, whereas in the past
there were few female politicians in Kurdistan, in recent times the
region has had a female minister and council members. These ex-
ceptional women appear to have remarkable leadership, given that
they gained their positions in an environment of institutionalized
masculinity. Sexist societies shape their economies and govern-
ments accordingly, so even though some Kurdish women manage to
penetrate this system, most work in the "feminine industries", which
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men willingly avoid to preserve their manly pride.

Male masculinity is an integral component for men's success in
Kurdish societies. I do not support this view, which makes unfair
demands on men, but I know it is prevalent. When people question
the masculinity of a man, they make his entire honor vulnerable.
Thus Kurdish men avoid the risk of being called feminine or un-
manly to safeguard their social respect. This is why families teach
boys early in life to model their behavior after fathers and male rel-
atives. Clearly people idolize female chastity just as they encourage
a particular image of masculinity.

Male masculinity distinguishes and determines gender roles. Men
act as the guardians of women, in charge of ensuring that their
womenfolk abstain from activities that may dishonor the family. I
asked Ahmed, a 34-year-old businessman, what he thought of mas-
culinity; did he find sense in the concept of masculine men as bold,
assertive and competitive? Ahmed said men need to have a strong
presence in their family to gain respect, and not be viewed as wom-
en and weak. I then asked him why he had placed women and weak-
ness in the same category of his answer - did he perceive women
negatively? Ahmed looked down and thought for a moment. Then
he faced me and said: "That's just how things are."

This attitude has prevailed in the Middle East, where it is insulting
to compare a man to a woman. Such insult usually translates to a
man being considered weak and shameful. It is like the western con-
cept of sissy, which alludes to a man's femininity or cowardice.
These examples identify the male masculine identity in various
places, but in varying degrees, given that in some areas being mas-
culine suggests unequivocal power over women.

Many societies seem to lack an identity for men that does not de-
pend on masculine structures requiring gender dominance. Where is
the logic that says a man's manliness correlates to being masculine
in relation to women's social position? We have created an illusion,
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a bubble, that says if men lack power, boldness, assertion or
strength, they are inadequate and incomplete. We must relinquish
this destructive idea because it burdens men at the expense of wom-
en. It humiliates men perceived as powerless and gnaws their self-
esteem, potentially igniting resentment toward women.

I asked Nahla, a 56-year-old homemaker, if contemporary ideas of
masculinity put women at a disadvantage; she said this is how
things have been and will probably continue. In her words: "There
is little we can do about it. Men are going to be this way and women
have to deal with it. You can't convince an old man that his char-
acter is built on lies and that his weakness makes him pushy." Does
weakness in men make them create a false image of who they are?
It is intriguing that so many people accept "how things are" when
they cannot explain discriminatory practices. Why have not the
many changes occurring in Kurdistan modified the local under-
standing of masculinity and femininity? 

People question the dynamics of gender in Kurdistan, but at a
slow, timid pace. This relates to economic freedom, which women
need to become more assertive in. Hannah, a 24-year-old dentist ex-
plains: "Power is about choice. You can't make choices when you
depend on someone else. When women are financially independent
they realize that self-sufficiency is more important than an old fash-
ioned society that promotes unreasonable masculinity." Yes, the
more financially stable women become, the better prepared they
will be to dethrone the masculinity that thrives on their repression.

Why do so many Kurdish women accept patriarchy? Rita, who is
43 years old and unmarried, says women have no other choice.
They cannot challenge patriarchy because they live in a system of
guardianship. "How can women make decisions when families con-
trol them from birth to wedding?" she asks. Women in Kurdistan
are cautious about what they do and say because they know that
people gossip unfavorably about anything unusual - and this affects
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marriage prospects. Rita summarized it like this: "We live in a cap-
sule, waiting for life to begin when we marry." She added that peo-
ple see women as a fruit basket, with older women rotting at the bot-
tom, and passed marriageable age, unless they are wealthy or
exploitable. 

Many Kurdish women, including those who work outside the
home, spend most of their time indoors. Their confinement seems to
support the idea that women must remain in safe areas because they
are not as strong as men—and thus cannot handle the world. Pa-
triarchy relates to how we perceive masculine ability, but the admir-
able qualities we attribute to men often contrast the negative stereo-
types of women. This explains, in part, why people expect women
to not be as outgoing as men. 

While researching how sexism affects women in Kurdistan, I
learned that some people recognize the social problems it causes,
but others perceive the topic as a figment of western imagination.
Zareh, a 32-year-old woman, was among those who found the dis-
cussion frivolous. She said women have lost their morals, are adopt-
ing the standards of European women, betraying culture and re-
ligion, and disregarding the traditional values important to Kurdish
people. "Men have lost sense of what it means to be a man! They
are like women now!" she exclaimed rather displeased. Zareh com-
plained that men in Kurdistan no longer honor their role in society,
but are now only interested in pleasure. "The new whorehouses are
ruining our men! They make them drink and harass women on the
street! How can Kurdistan improve like this?" She asked, visibly
distraught. 

I can understand Zareh's frustration with brothels in the con-
servative areas of Kurdistan, but prostitution is not the culprit of op-
pressive masculinity (in fact, it is probably the other way round).
Kurdish women are still severely restricted in their freedom to ma-
neuver and choose friendships. Men on the other hand, have ample
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freedom to make choices. People may perceive the existence of
massage parlors and nightclubs as elements of an open society, but
such establishments exist mainly to service tourists, not because lo-
cal people revised their meaning of masculinity.

Proper defiance to patriarchy requires the reduction of female de-
pendency. Women must become involved with local organizations
to improve their social status and gain employment. Financial in-
dependence will shatter their fear and help them move forward un-
constrained. Fear has remained a powerful tool in the control of
women, and for centuries people have used language - specifically
that concerning honor and chastity - to withhold their liberty. The fi-
nancial autonomy of women is thus critical to the viability of a fem-
inist movement in Kurdistan.

Healthy feminism, however, should not be a battle against men,
but rather an effort in support of women's rights. The struggle for
equality is not exclusively female, but one that calls for social im-
provement. The Middle East needs a feminist revolution in which
people launch a collective call for justice and equal rights. Sazan, a
28-year-old woman from Erbil, agrees. She thinks that "Kurdish
women need to lead and promote liberation." Sazan wants to par-
ticipate in debates that move beyond complacency to ignite change,
but she feels this is difficult: "Women's rights is a joke in Kurdistan.
Here women are unable to comprehend the patriarchal system
which they live in, and as a result we have reached a stage where
women are unable to identify the oppressive forces against them." 
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Chapter 4

I have met many young women of the Kurdish diaspora who find
conflict between western ideals and their families' cultural prac-
tices. Older generations do not always understand that even if
Kurdish youth retain some aspects of their primary culture, they
still assimilate the one of their new country. Consequently, young
Kurds often withhold their views from family members and avoid
discussing the aspects of Kurdish culture that contradict their be-
liefs. This creates a double life for diaspora youth, who pretend to
support repressive values at home, while they enjoy the freedom of
western societies outside. 

Lillian, a 19-year-old biomedical student, is unsure of where her
studies will take her in the future. She entered the field because her
parents wanted her to explore an area related to medicine, despite
her wish to concentrate on the humanities subjects. It was difficult
for Lillian to challenge her parents, particularly after a university
accepted her application to a biomedical program. So Lillian
moved forward with plans that pleased her parents instead of pur-
suing the subject she preferred. 

Lillian lives in East London. Her parents did not allow her to rent
a room on the university campus, or share one off campus with an-
other student, because they felt it was inappropriate for a Kurdish
girl to have such freedom without parental guidance. Lillian said
she wished to live on campus, but her parents would not allow it
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because they felt it contradicted Kurdish values (which she herself
did not hold). Her parents thus prevented Lillian from sharing
housing with other students, so she had to travel daily by train for
more than two hours to and fro the university to attend classes. 

Lillian introduced me to Gelawej, who I also interviewed to gain
a diverse perspective on the lives and experiences of Kurdish girls.
Gelawej's parents had allowed her to move from Manchester to
London, where she could live on her university campus. (The dis-
tance between the two cities is about 196 miles.) During the ap-
plication process, Gelawej had applied to several universities out-
side of Manchester so she could ensure more freedom from home.
She said: "I hated the restrictions my parents imposed on me when
I was a teenager. They never tried to understand me or how I
thought; they just assumed I agreed with everything they said,
which I didn't." Gelawej looked comfortable wearing a short
sleeved dress, attire which some Kurdish families would find too
explicit or revealing. She had an answer for this: "How I dress is
my business. My clothes don't diminish my modesty. This is my
life, and those who try to judge me, judge only themselves."

Gelawej was not the only one who seemed tired of parental con-
trol. Many of the Kurdish girls I met and interviewed in London
shared similar concerns. One of them, Shereen, said she got a tat-
too when she was 17, a fact she had concealed from her family for
years. She loved tattoos and planned to get more after she married.
Shereen told me she kept only a few Kurdish friends on her social
networks because she found most Kurds to be "gossip crazed peo-
ple far more concerned with people's clothing on Facebook pic-
tures than with their own lives." Shereen, who was a student ac-
tivist and social drinker, shared a house with several people. She
said her perspective on life was incompatible with Kurdish culture
because the latter was fixated on women. She left me with this
thought: "No one questions what the sons and daughters of Kurd-
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ish officials do in the West; like their drinking sprees and night-
club partying, which many Kurdish people would find offensive.
But when average young Kurds do the same, suddenly there's an
explosion of moral panic."

Shanar is a law student living with her parents. She is not par-
ticularly fond of studying law, but found it more bearable than
medicine. Shanar perceives little purpose in attending university,
since she works as a retail managing assistant and believes her
high school education is enough to give her a solid beginning in
the industry. Lillian, Gelawej, Shereen and Shanar have something
in common: All three women felt disengaged from Kurdish cul-
ture, which they understood their parents valued, but created con-
flict for the younger generation. Although this sense of dis-
connection has distanced some Kurds raised abroad, it has also
inspired others to campaign for the rights of Kurdish people and
promote social awareness about their plight. Like any other peo-
ple, the Kurds have diverse views on politics and religion. Many
of them are finding ways to exercise autonomy without vitiating
their lifestyle of choice.

Kurdish parents tend to envision a life for their children that is
similar to the one they wished for themselves. Like most parents,
they want what is best for their children, even if the best requires
sending them in a direction they oppose. During my formative
years I preferred riding bicycles and spending time with friends,
instead of studying, but my mother made sure that I had a balanced
life. I consider this responsible parenting. What I find problematic
is when parents refuse to accept that adolescents become young
adults and form their own perspective about life. This inability to
respect their children's opinions - when they are no longer children
- is unhealthy because human beings are different; we cannot ex-
pect everyone to have the same views and live life in the same
way.
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Chapter 5

I had to be careful when I interviewed people in Kurdistan, mainly
because some questions that seem appropriate in English can be of-
fensive in Kurdish. I worked hard to present myself as a cultured
person. The process consumed all my time, leaving none to visit
relatives. When I finally squeezed time to visit a maternal great
aunt, it was long overdue and somewhat awkward, given my pro-
longed absence from the region. But she welcomed me into her
home and hugged me for some time. I hugged her tightly in return,
and it felt like I had known her my whole life. The visit was re-
freshing, also because aunt Kafiya is a marvelous keeper of history.

Currently in Kurdistan there is a rise in nationalism. This is most-
ly because people want to salvage their culture, particularly since
Kurdish history is mostly undocumented and people have strug-
gled to preserve their heritage amid neighboring wars and gen-
ocidal practices. The little we know, we rarely discuss, which is
dangerous, given that the older generations will not live forever,
and when their time comes they will take the stories that give cul-
tural identity to the Kurdish people. There is, thankfully, one solu-
tion to this problem: Codification. The best way to preserve Kurd-
ish history and cultural identity is by creating written records that
respect historical events remembered by Kurds. Thus far, the ab-
sence of this method has caused significant confusion and scat-
tered bits of information about the various Kurdish enclaves,
which we call Kurdistan.
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Even in a world increasingly globalized, where technology helps
people create a unified culture, it is still important to preserve
knowledge and some customs established by various ethnic
groups. As Kurds we have left behind some practices that enrich
our human experience. For example, whereas before all Kurdish
children could play on the streets of Erbil, today contemporary so-
ciety forbids this privilege for girls.

As a young child I lived in Erbil with my family, while my father
worked in Darbandikhan, a province on the outskirts of Slemani.
During that time he traveled back and forth to work, until dis-
agreement between political parties left them on the brink of civil
war. The conflict, of course, was sparked by the brutal policies of
Saddam Saddam, who hindered progress in the region for years, as
the world would come to know. It was during that time, when the
political situation worsened, that the entire family moved to Dar-
bandikhan, from which I treasure most of my childhood memories.
My mother, on the other hand, never quite adjusted to life in Dar-
bandikhan, as is often the case for adults whose relocation leaves
friends behind. 

In my neighborhood the girls played together and the boys on
their own. Although parents did not allow boys and girls to play
together, all children could enjoy time outdoors. In the afternoons
our parents gave us small change and we ran to the local shops to
buy Kurdish chewing gum, sunflower seeds and sweets. Usually
each child received one dinar, so we had to combine our resources
to buy all the goodies we wanted - which we did and shared in
great fun. I remember fondly one warm summer afternoon when
we bought two watermelons and received a free one along with the
usual seeds and sweets.

My family home was the nearest from the shops, so after hours
playing outside we usually sat in my garden resting like royalty.
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There I picked and washed cucumbers, sprinkled them with salt
and ate them with my friends. We savored them, as we discussed
our dreams. Sometimes we played with Barbie dolls, from which I
removed rubber heads, laughing uncontrollably, before I pulled
their legs. In retrospect it seems sadistic, but in childhood it was
merely good, innocent fun. Many of my young friends could sew.
They sat sewing miniscule dresses and pajamas for their dolls. I
was not allowed to play with needles, so I watched them, marveled
at how quickly their little fingers moved through the fabric.

In evenings I often begged my mother for permission to ride my
bike to a nearby neighborhood, where my best friend Kajal lived.
We had become friends when her mother was a domestic worker
for my family, and remained close until I left Kurdistan. I loved
Kajal dearly, but sadly more than 12 years have passed since we
last met, despite my numerous attempts to find her during yearly
visits. Then, my mother would finally consent and I would mount
my bike and ride fast to see Kajal. Many times I stopped along the
way to visit other friends, whose mothers thought they were sleep-
ing until their enthusiastic heads appeared at windows. They
would soon join me outside for a game of Mooriyanni, which con-
sisted of children throwing jewels and beads into a hole from a dis-
tance. As a frequent cheater, I would often win and leave my
friends crying for the loss of  precious items. 

Kajal was adventurous, creative, strong. She taught me to make
beaded necklaces and headbands. She was fearless and eager to
slaughter chickens, but her parents would not allow such a feat.
Once Kajal caught a pigeon, killed it in front of me and displayed
the animal's bowels. The sight terrified me, but I still managed to
poke the bird hesitantly. I remember that day vividly; I had worn
shorts and sandals, and when Kajal poured water over the pigeon,
it sprinkled my feet, making me nervous, jittery. Later we hid the
pigeon and I went home before her father (who frequently battered
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her mother) returned from work.

During Eid, a festival that celebrates the closing of Ramadan, my
mother would dress me in fancy clothing and adorn me with a gold
necklace and matching earrings. She would brush my hair back un-
der colorful headbands or hold it with butterfly shaped clips cov-
ered with small gems. The ritual made me feel special. Once ready
I would take a bag and ride my bicycle to Kajal’s house. There we
would greet each other with an enthusiastic "Merry Eid!" and run
outside to knock on every neighborhood door, asking for sweets,
as was customary for children during Eid holidays. The neighbors
were quite generous and usually filled our bags with enough candy
to last several months. Kajal and I would split our goods evenly, so
that we both had a taste of everything. I am so grateful for my
childhood in Kurdistan. It enriched my life and gave me a solid
grounding of Kurdish culture. I grew feeling equal to everyone and
this is the fundamental value that guides my decisions. I recognize
that my personal philosophies derive in great part from the de-
cision my parents made to encourage their children to appreciate
people from all walks of life. 

Today Kurdish children no longer play on the streets. They have
not learned traditional games and do not visit neighbors during
Eid, as done in the old days. Girls do not dare to ride bicycles and
circle neighborhoods like curious cats. People have changed the
way they raise children, who now begin to worry about appearance
much too early and consider romantic relationships even before
adolescence. Then years ago we nurtured Kurdish culture far more
than we do now. It would be easy to blame globalization for our
disconnection with the past, but it is not progress that distances us
from culture; it is lack of interest.   
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Chapter 6

My aunt Hilda habitually visits the elderly home in Erbil. She buys
modest gifts for the residents and sometimes offers them home
cooked food. She is middle aged, but never married, which is odd
for a Kurdish woman. Interestingly, she remains single not by
choice, but by circumstance. When she was young, her family had
rather high standards and demanded only perfection in potential
suitors. This excluded most men available. Tired of the hassle in-
volved in assessing suitors, Hilda desisted on the idea of marriage,
and the years only increased her standards, diminishing her chanc-
es to find the perfect husband.

Marriage in Kurdistan is an institution of patriarchy that does not
stand on equal footing for men and women. Responsibilities in-
volving the arrangement of marriage fall on the shoulders of men,
instead of being evenly distributed between future spouses. This
social custom encases men in the role of providers and women in
that of receivers. It is a process that excludes women from fi-
nancial decisions concerning the wedding and house preparations.
For the wedding, custom demands women to wear intricate gold
jewelry and other luxurious items - all provided by the groom,
which he does readily to ensure no one questions his character.
These practices set the tone of burden for men and dependency for
women, marking their union early on with imbalance.    

There is no reason why material and control should initiate or
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sustain marriage, rather than love, respect, friendship, trust and
honesty. Kurdish culture has infused marriage with inflexible val-
ues that force a private relationship into the focal lens of society.

New wives are falsely convinced that within two years of mar-
riage they must have a baby to ground their husbands home and
keep them from looking elsewhere. Hanar, a 25-year-old part-time
pharmacist in Slemani, has one daughter. Like many other women
she believes this: "Every marriage needs a child to survive. A
home without children is empty, it gives the husband nothing to go
home to. People start talking if you don't have children." I was
alarmed to hear an educated woman reveal these expectations of
married women, particularly because I believe people should be
able to decide when to have children. Hanar found me naive: "You
will soon understand, you're young now, but you'll see things dif-
ferently when you're married." I hope that marriage will never
change my ideas of equality and cooperation between men and
women. In fact, believing in anything opposite would be a sign
that patriarchy had overtaken my sensibilities. At any rate, I have
observed that while many single people look forward to marriage,
those married often yearn for its end.

The evening Hanar and I chatted was warm and crispy. We stood
in front of her house enjoying a breathtaking view of Slemani. The
atmosphere felt heavy from the local delicacies we had consumed
at dinner. When I left Hanar, I hoped to meet other young women
who held more diverse views of marriage. I did not want to depart
the beautiful city without meeting feminists willing to challenge
the common misunderstandings of Kurdish culture, as applied in
contemporary society. I was scheduled to leave the area early the
next morning, but remained late in the province to interview young
women about gender discrimination.

The roads to Erbil, unlike what I remember from childhood, were
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free from unnecessary checkpoints and sectarian flags. I recall
only one checkpoint, where a kind policemen checked our pass-
ports and wished us well on our journey. The early morning air
was thin, marked by a cold breeze. I had packed peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches for the journey, as my stomach had yet to adjust
to local food from the restaurants along the way to Erbil. It had
been difficult, however, to resist eating their yoghurts with tea and
naan bread.

When we reached Erbil, my native city and where my parents
were raised, I was eager to walk around town. After a quick stop at
my grandmother's house, I went to the small house my mother had
bought to accommodate our family during visits. It is located in an
area where mostly local Kurds live, which is advantageous, as it
allows me to mingle with them, participate in their lives, and wel-
come them into mine. I was not one born to live in mansions or
ivory towers detached from the realities of society. I appreciate be-
ing in the heart of a vibrant community of working people.

That evening I resumed work. While translating and transcribing
my interviews with local people, I came to the recording of a con-
versation with Bella, a law student from the Slemani area home to
my brother-in-law's mother. Bella had tanned skin, long curly hair
and large brown eyes that deepened when she emphasized a point.
Her gentle demeanor supported a smart, articulate style that
showed femininity and strength could be in harmony. When she
spoke of marriage and patriarchy in an assertive, unapologetic
tone, her words reverberated like music to my ears. Brave and
ready for change, Bella symbolized the soul of Kurdish feminism,
and I hoped to see her become a leader in Kurdistan. Her story was
moving; she had lost her father, a Peshmerga, to guerrilla warfare
early in life. Instead of remarrying as did most widows, her mother
had raised the couple's four children on the income she earned as a
seamstress of traditional Kurdish dresses. As they became older,
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Bella's siblings had worked weekends at fruit markets to help the
family. Bella describes her mother as a proud, iron lady - the Mar-
garet Thatcher in the house. The experience of dignified survival
taught Bella that women can only change Kurdish society by ex-
ample. She says, "Women talk about change and the elements of
discrimination in societies, but they fail to exact the change they
want."

Women are raised to believe that their will and determination
come from husbands, and that marriage thus offers independence.
"Is there anything more damaging and humiliating than this?" Bel-
la asks sharply. She continues: "We are not mules. We are humans
of equal worth and ability. Our weaknesses are human. When we
criticize society and reject oppression, we will be liberated! When
we regain control of our bodies and make decisions without seek-
ing permission, we will be free!" Bella's voice had fire, to which
no English translation can do justice.

When I finished working on Bella's interview, it was time for
dinner, and my aunts were in the house making tea and warming
food prepared earlier. They chatted happily, as they moved about
the kitchen and dining room. I sat watching them, still moved by
Bella's words, which reminded me that I was not alone in my ex-
pectations for Kurdish women. Epiphany struck and I decided then
to find more women like Bella and me. Until that moment I had
spent so much time meeting women who had been physically or
psychologically battered, that I had forgotten to focus on the wom-
en who rise above abuse to challenge patriarchy in thought and ac-
tion.

One cannot classify Kurdish women into only two categories.
There are several, all of which reveal multiple experiences and
family traditions that shape unique personalities. However, for my
research, I found it important to discern between the women who
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had been systematically victimized and those who had not. This re-
quired an elementary definition of victim, which I assigned in con-
text: Kurdish victims lived in patriarchal households and adhered
to repressive honor values they could not defy because of social
pressure and financial dependency; non-victims lived free from
from physical and psychological oppression, as exemplified by
Bella and her mother. Nonetheless, the distinction between female
victim and non-victim does not represent the circumstances of all
Kurdish women. It simply guides my investigation of Kurdish
feminism. Clearly there is a large gray area, and we cannot lump
all Kurdish women within a basic concept of extremes. Such
would be a narrow and neglectful approach. 
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Chapter 7

Arranged marriages are an important part of Kurdish culture, but
are less common now that men and women interact more and are
less keen about entering blind marriages. In the West many people
do not understand that there is a difference between forced and ar-
ranged marriages. Kurds usually find their future spouses at uni-
versities and through participation in social events. They do not
date in a western sense, but tradition demands that men, not wom-
en, express interest in starting a relationship. Such first move var-
ies according to individual style, and can include a man asking a
woman for her telephone number, inquiring if she is interested in
marriage, or asking her parents for her hand in marriage before he
speaks with her.

Nevertheless, when it comes to pairing, men are consistently the
ones who first approach women, which puts them in a dis-
advantaged position. While socially it is not acceptable for women
to make the first move and demonstrate interest in men, the latter
must do precisely that. This cultural tradition prevents women
from choosing a partner in the first round of considerations, so in-
variably they marry a man from a pool of candidates they did not
select. From what I can see, there is more convenience than logic
in this old partnering system, of which, Asiya, an 18-year-old stu-
dent, said: "It would be odd for a girl to choose a man, and the girl
would sell herself cheap." Note the words she chose in reference to
women. Why would the conscious choice of romance make a girl
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"sell herself cheap"? If anything, I would think that such attitude
shows autonomy. Do men sell themselves cheap when they ap-
proach women and propose marriage? Do men lose worth when
they make the first move and accept vulnerability? I think we
should scrutinize the faulty logic in a system that bends rules un-
favorably toward one gender.

My sister had an arranged marriage. The man who is now her
husband contacted our family to show his interest in her after they
had met at a Kurdish conference in London. With our parents'
knowledge, my sister and her suitor had a casual date to acquaint
themselves a bit more, before deciding to marry, which they did
based on the little they had learned of each other. The two are
highly educated and worldly, so their choice to marry did not sur-
prise us, given their compatibility and common interests. It also
helped that my father was quite fond of the groom.

My sister's father-in-law was also a cultivated man, fiercely com-
mitted to social advancement. He had taught children in Kurdistan
when teachers already subsisted on a meager income. In the 1960s
he received an offer to study at Oxford University, an opportunity
he missed owing to family circumstances. This only encouraged
him to promote a legacy of education, which he provided to many
students, who still speak fondly of him. It was his reputation that
won my brother-in-law an esteemed position in my father’s heart
in the early stages of his courtship. 

My sister is not the only woman in our family who had an ar-
ranged marriage; our mother did too. In the 1940s my father had
been searching for a wife, but had not found the right person until
he saw our mother. He describes their first encounter: "When I
first saw her, her eyes looked green. She was slender and dazzling.
Later I discovered much to my surprise that her eyes were not
green. This did not matter; she had already stolen my heart." They
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were soon engaged and married. But first they defied their con-
servative community and went to the movie theater in Erbil. The
adventure was more eventful than they had anticipated, as my
grandfather found them and admonished them for being "im-
patient" and not waiting until they were married to be together.
Then it was inappropriate for unmarried couples to attend the cin-
ema together, even if engaged. This was mainly so that if they can-
celed plans to marry no one would have reason to speak of them
unfavorably - the sort of gossip Kurdish people still fear and enjoy.

Arranged marriages can help people conveniently find a partner,
especially in Kurdish societies, but in a fair world men and women
should have equal lead in the process. There is nothing shameful in
showing interest in someone, or for a father to find his daughter
suitable partners. Waiting for the knight in shinning armor to ar-
rive will turn the hairs of many gray before they realize that this
mythical ideal exists mostly to keep women powerless and in-
capable of making decisions.  

Although ultimately most Kurdish women can decide whether or
not to marry a man, people should respect their power of choice in
all stages - from selecting potential suitors for consideration to
consenting. Much to the contrary of what many believe, religion it-
self does not forbid women from making solid choices. In fact, in
the case of Islam, there is a precedent that allows and encourages
women to actively choose a spouse. How have so many Kurdish
Muslims overlooked this pressing detail? To be free women must
have autonomy in all aspects of their life. They must make de-
cisions, and men and women ought to respect this important com-
ponent of a truly honorable life.

It is not easy to challenge social expectations, even when they vi-
olate women's basic freedoms. Moreover, as demonstrated earlier,
women sometimes propagate unjust beliefs that hurt their cause for
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an equal standing in society. As women, we can be our own worst
enemies when we defend supposed religion and cultural practices
that curtail our freedom; and seldom do we stand together against
the tyrannical institutions that oppress our gender. Patriarchy finds
a foundation in all institutions that concern women, including mar-
riage, which is one of the most sacred of Kurdish society. Al-
though marriage as such is clearly a patriarchal tool, many rush to
it only to learn that the liberty they had expected from marriage
does not exist. In my interviews with newlyweds, I have heard
some dispute this interpretation and others concur. However, I no-
ticed that many feel embarrassed discussing the topic and thus re-
veal only a fraction of their problems; while others enjoy a healthy
marriage, and prefer not to blame patriarchy for minor problems. 
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Chapter 8

At some point in life, many people become passionate about phil-
anthropic causes and make a concentrated effort to promote them.
This may include taking activity to support human and animals
rights, child welfare, the arts or political participation. We all have
unique convictions, but some of us take our convictions a step fur-
ther. We believe we can enforce change through effective cam-
paigning, so we spend our time fighting, arguing and protesting to
ensure it happens. In doing so, we often neglect other aspects of
our lives. Some neglect having or being in a relationship, others
give their appearance little concern, or family little attention. 

My colleagues and I have sacrificed different parts of our lives.
Some of us have avoided relationships and marriage to prioritize
our activism without having to neglect the people we love; others
have sacrificed attention to their families and given little im-
portance to social gatherings. It is difficult, if not impossible, to
strike a perfect balance between activism and personal life. In my
case, social life has taken a back row seat in the scheme of cam-
paign priorities.

I joined Alliance for Kurdish Rights in 2009 and have grown
steadily since. In the beginning we had only a few sponsors, so the
funds covered only the costs of website maintenance and security.
We blogged voluntarily with the help of various journalists who
shared information, and we used social media to connect with
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Kurds scattered throughout the globe. Always receptive to our
cause, I often received communications from people dispatching
human rights news, as I walked to work or classes at my uni-
versity. Dedicated activism is for sure a round the clock job.

We remain vigilant for relevant news so that we can effectively
mobilize people for protests, amass petitions and prepare activists
to lobby. Since Kurdish people live in Europe and many other
parts of the world, it takes time to organize action. For example,
when an earthquake struck in Van, an extremely poor area populat-
ed by Kurdish people, the local government was slow to respond,
so Kurds everywhere raised funds to help. Our organization helped
raise awareness about the event, and tried to support local charities
that helped people in the aftermath of the quake. 

One of the most difficult aspects of being a Kurdish activist in-
volves undergoing subtle personality changes. For me, this is the
case because I do not support ideals that people have used as con-
trol methods against women. This has made me necessarily stern
to survive in my work. The lessons have come the hard way; when
I was kind and lenient with other organizations, they often dis-
regarded Kurdish issues with little consideration. It became clear
that a more detached approach was necessary to yield positive re-
sults. This entailed having to negotiate cautiously and being aware
of peoples' motives. I have learned that to effect change, female
activists must discard the patriarchal feminine ideals usually pro-
jected on young women. This demands being more aggressive in
arguments, which makes the older generation of Kurds rather un-
comfortable. They do not like it and are not accustomed to being
challenged by younger people. I was raised to be open-minded and
outspoken. It is not my problem (or my family's) that other people
feel offended when I respectfully challenge their views. Civilized
dialogue based on reason must not bend for gender. I am foremost
a human being, a thinker, and I cherish my existence as a woman
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in this wide context.

Kurdish people at conferences and concerned relatives often ad-
vise me to "enjoy life." They seem to perceive my activism as
something that prevents happiness. I feel offended when people in-
sist that I could use a long holiday, or say that online activism is
useless. I cannot enforce change on a governmental level, but there
are thousands like me who effectively promote Kurdish rights, and
try to inspire change at the top. Digital activists do enjoy life, and
in fact develop a keen appreciation for it, given their under-
standing of freedom, which they feel privileged to enjoy. I know
of activists less privileged, who have been imprisoned, assaulted,
tortured and killed in their struggle for human rights. As people
regularly exposed to stories of injustice, we especially value life. I
am not certain that I can say the same of people who urge re-
laxation for those concerned with humanity.

The number of Kurdish activists is growing consistently, but un-
fortunately it includes opportunists - people more interested in
publicizing their name than advancing Kurdish rights. Such are
usually the first to speak and last to volunteer in places that need
help. When we host events they are not present to arrange tables
and prepare food because they perceive these tasks as in-
significant, when in fact these details are essential at conferences
and events.

Logistical and political divisions among Kurdish activists have
created several organizations supported by various groups, some
politically motivated, others not. Alliance for Kurdish Rights be-
gan with the goal to avoid politics and promote Kurdish rights glo-
bally. The central idea has been to give voice to vulnerable Kurds.
It is unfortunate that Europe's numerous Kurdish organizations ei-
ther lack unity or withhold support from our organization because
of our reluctance to become a vessel for political agendas.
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The lack of unity among activists and Kurdish organizations dis-
rupts effectiveness and hinders progress. When all entities vocalize
outrage about similar issues at different times, and protest on dif-
ferent dates, they squander collaboration and scatter any potential
for a true Kurdish alliance. Moreover, this fragmentation does not
bode well for public relations. Kurdish people need to unite global-
ly on common ground to be effective. Only in this manner can we
increase visibility and strengthen our voice.
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Chapter 9

Kurdish activists have been using social media consistently since
2007, but even more so since the Arab Spring, to campaign for dif-
ferent causes. The revolutions that took place in the Arab world in
2011 confirmed for activists that they could use social media to
create online campaigns and raise awareness to engineer change.
Although it would be inaccurate to credit Twitter and Facebook
entirely for the success of the Arab revolutions, we must recognize
their essential role in mobilizing people and international support,
particularly as the rebellion in Tahrir Square progressed and gov-
ernment agents began to attack protesters. When mainstream news
outlets missed the early stages of the Arab uprising, citizen jour-
nalists turned to Twitter, reporting massively around the clock. It
was then that established news channels like CNN and the BBC
began to report on the revolts that had followed a fruit vendor's
desperate act to protest abuse from officials in Tunisia. Activists of
the Kurdish struggle are now following suit, and in places like Tur-
key, where there is media censorship, Kurds have increasingly
turned to social media to inform, remain informed and effectively
campaign for Kurdish rights. 

In the past Turkey censored the Kurdish press, and unidentified
attackers targeted Kurdish journalists. At times newspapers were
forced to close following the killing, battery or imprisonment of
staff members. Attackers often burned newsstands selling Kurdish
papers and attacked newsagents. In 1992 a Kurdish newspaper -
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Özgür Gündem- closed temporarily after criminals murdered four
of its journalists. In 1994 the bombing of newspaper Özgür Ülke
killed one staff member and injured 23 others. Yahya Orhan, Hu-
seyin Deniz and Hafiz Akdemir are some of the journalists lost in
the general violence directed at the Kurdish press. Today the situa-
tion is less deadly for Kurds because people do not always follow
mainstream and print media. The internet now allows people to ac-
cess and disseminate information instantly, globally, and network
with others to mobilize hundreds overnight to protest against crim-
inal injustice. In the past the Kurdish press suffered more - at great
human cost - because abuses were contained locally, in secrecy.
Now with digital and social media the world is watching, and this
increases safety for persecuted groups like the Kurds.

But safety is not always guaranteed and is still far from certain.
Violence against Kurdish people remains a serious problem, as ev-
idenced in Uludere when Turkish warplanes bombed Kurdish ci-
vilians crossing the border from Iraq in late 2011. Most of the 35
killed were teenagers. The Turkish military may have been tar-
geting members of the Kurdistan Workers' Party, but no excuse
justifies slaughtering innocent people. I remember hearing the
news that day in the early hours of morning, when various people
reported via Twitter that a village had been attacked. In the UK we
did not know which village, so we continued to communicate, ter-
ribly concerned for what may have happened. Within hours, the
tragedy became clearer, as people reached activists in Turkey and
its areas heavily populated with Kurdish people. From afar we
learned that there had been a night raid in Uludere, in the province
of Sirnak, where residents were without electricity and roads were
blocked because of heavy snow. People reported seeing bodies
scattered in the region, completely unrecognizable, making it very
difficult for locals to identify the dead and notify families. 

Many people would not sleep that day. We lacked precise in-
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formation of what had taken place - and this was extremely dis-
concerting. Nonetheless we added a brief update on the Alliance
for Kurdish Rights website, mentioning we had been in contact
with activists in Turkey. In light of uncertainty, we deliberately
withheld their names to safeguard their identity. By later morning
we received the heartbreaking details of the massacre at Uludere.
The victims had been teenage boys carrying diesel fuel from Iraq
to sell in their  village. They were all under 21, one of them merely
12 years old. The information became clearer when we received
pictures, which spread like wildfire on Facebook and Twitter.
Soon young British Kurds walked to Kings Cross Station in central
London and stopped traffic. They carried flags, placards and chant-
ed slogans. Police arrested some of them to clear the roads, but in
less than 24 hours global activists joined the fight for Kurdish
rights and the next day thousands protested in several countries de-
spite the very short notice.

Protesters amassed in several European cities and some Amer-
ican states. Most Kurdish regions held protests and vigils. During
their funeral procession, thousands surrounded the young victims'
coffins, which Kurdish people carried on their shoulders. Alliance
for Kurdish Rights received photographs of the event, as those
present continued to tweet from protests and the procession. Many
were sad, angry, disheartened, frustrated, but the tragedy taught
Kurdish activists something new.

Young people's unity and condemnation of the Uludere atrocity
inspired Kurdish activists and gave them a stronger sense of pur-
pose. We began to believe that with organized defiance we could
achieve goals. We learned that in collaboration there is immeasur-
able power, and this facilitates efficient responses to catastrophe.
We came to understand that collective work is more fruitful than
individual activism. Although we felt unsatisfied with the Turkish
response to the Uludere disaster, we remained motivated to con-
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tinue our work for justice, particularly as the prime minister of
Turkey admitted faulty intelligence had caused the killings and of-
fered condolences to the families but offered no formal apology. It
was also heartening to see the Peace and Democratic Party of Tur-
key gather in the country's parliament to protest against  brutality
toward  Kurdish people. 

Despite the Turkish government's recognition of the serious blun-
der at Uludere, Kurdish people felt that more was in order. As his-
tory shows, this was not the first time Turkish warplanes had at-
tacked Kurdish villagers. In August 2011 an air strike in northern
Southern Kurdistan had killed seven members of one Kurdish fam-
ily, but authorities denied responsibility before launching a proper
investigation or addressing grievances. The situation is dis-
turbingly complex because when Kurdish rebels are killed, people
remain silent to avoid being labeled sympathizers. Moreover, Tur-
key supports the Palestinian resistance and struggle for an auton-
omous region, but reportedly buys Israeli drones to liquidate Kurd-
ish fighters. Turkey's deputy prime minister added insult to injury
when he announced that the Turkish government would not apol-
ogize for the Uludere massacre. The choice left many people and
Kurdish activists concerned with what seemed like an unethical
and illegal stance on human affairs, specifically the lack of respect
for Kurdish life. It was rumored that officials tried to silence the
affected families with monetary compensation, but I cannot prove
this deplorable claim. 

Servet Encu, 31, was the sole survivor and oldest of the Uludere
massacre, but Turkish newspapers did not interview him to share
his amazing story of survival. Although some Turkish officials
paid respects to the family of one victim, none visited or called
Servet and the other families to offer support. The country seemed
to deliberately forget him and disregard the bloodbath he had en-
dured. People shoved him aside as an irrelevant topic, with no re-
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gard for his thoughts or sorrow over having witnessed the horrific
death of his young friends. The national neglect and blatant dis-
respect for human life widened the gap and slammed the doors of
communication between the Turkish government and Kurdish peo-
ple. 

The year 2013 marks our greatest effort so far to encourage peo-
ple to use social media. A smartphone with enough credit to access
the internet can facilitate activism. It also helps people locate and
submit information to journalists worldwide. In areas like Uludere,
the use of social media is vital. When a village suffers air strikes,
local people need to have the means to report them; when young
activists are apprehended, their families and friends must be able
to inform the media immediately, to prevent brutality. Those of us
in safe cities can publicize this information, gain support for their
freedom and pressure governments to honor justice and pay rep-
arations. With the help of social media we can do all this from afar
without fearing for our lives.

Social media works like a loudspeaker; if you shout in a deserted
area, no one will hear you, but if you shout in the presence of sev-
eral people, there is a high chance that your words will influence at
least one person. For example, in January 2012 someone wrote on
Twitter that several young people in Sirnak had fled to the moun-
tains to avoid arrest. The author of the tweet reported that security
forces were raiding the homes of people noted on a list they had
aggregated. Within minutes of reading the tweet, we were able to
contact people in Sirnak and confirm the incident.  

Twitter is a valuable social medium because it can inform people
and save lives. Paradoxically, it can also endanger lives when us-
ers reveal the location of activists in regions marked by deadly op-
pression. Twitter also offers challenges, since we cannot readily
identify the legitimacy of reports. How do we discern between
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honest and dishonest reporters? How do we differentiate between
accurate and inaccurate tweets? We have a system for this - it may
not be perfect, but it has thus far proved reliable: We confirm an
incident only after gathering the same information from 10 to 15
individuals. In the rare cases when only one person reports that ac-
tivists or civilians have been seized, we try to locate contacts in the
vicinity to confirm the information. This practice has also helped
us build a global network of activists. 

When I cannot confirm an event from London, where I live, I
send a mobile text message to local activists who have more re-
sources to locate ground contacts in areas of turmoil. In this man-
ner of network, we try to reach victims and motivate the govern-
ments of oppressive regions to seek and hold perpetrators
accountable for their crimes. Digital media allows us to publicly
express outrage over specific injustices, and demotivate corrupt
authorities from arresting or persecuting innocent people.
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Chapter 10

In the spring of 2009 my mother and I visited a girl named Leyla,
whose parents had removed her from secondary school. She was
born in Shaqlawa, a town in the northeast of Arbil, but now lived
in Erbil with her parents. Their home was located in the central
part of the city, but they were extremely poor. When we stood in
front of their house I noticed faded blue paint and cracks on the
concrete. The house was spacious with an open structure that
formed one bedroom and one living room, which encompassed the
dining area. The kitchen was extremely small, and filled with piles
of plates around a bright, unused sink. The floor was covered with
an old rug. The family had a refrigerator in the alcove under a
staircase leading to the roof, but it functioned only when struck on
its right side. Once, as I walked toward the bathroom, I looked in-
side to find only empty space filled with putrid water. I kept silent
and returned to the living area with a smile. This family had shown
us hospitality, kindness, respect and friendship, so our decision to
stay with them - despite the crushing poverty - came easily.
Through this experience I saw a less popular side of Kurdistan,
and I experienced the deprivation that many poor people endure
daily, but I learned a great deal about the resilience of people and
how together we can work to improve conditions for everyone. 

During our time with the family, my mother covered the financial
costs of living so that we could eat satisfactorily and according to
our customs. She provided all the luxuries we were accustomed to
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having, so the physical environment did not deprive us of familiar
comforts. Our stay was temporary so that I could complete my re-
search in that specific area, but it was long enough to paint an im-
age of the difficulties Leyla's family endured. For example, Leyla
was responsible for cleaning the house, so everyday she awoke
early to wash dishes in the freezing cold outside, instead of using
the defunct kitchen sink. She set the dining table with boiled eggs,
fried eggs, cheese and eggs fried together, solid cheese, yoghurt,
yogurt fat, olives, boiled peas and myriad seasoning containers.
My London morning routine, which consists of absorbing news
from my laptop, eating french toast and drinking tea, paled in com-
parison. Our lives differed significantly, but I understood that al-
though I enjoyed more privileges and modern luxuries, Leyla was
more optimistic. 

When I asked Leyla about her plans for the future, she revealed
simple goals that prioritized love, marriage and a happy ever after.
It nauseated me that she prized marriage as the main goal in her
life, as if there was nothing more to achieve. We had been sitting
on the front steps leading to her house, just after the call for eve-
ning prayers, enjoying the cool breeze, which let us sample the
aroma from the neighbor's dinner. Across Leyla's house stood a
beautiful house, like the ones of fairy tales, surrounded by orna-
mented steel and topped with intricate gables. Guard stations filled
each front corner, with guards patrolling the perimeter day and
night. It was the home of a high-ranking official. It seemed odd
that such affluence faced the home of a girl whose opportunity for
education had been substituted by the daily task of washing dirty
plates in the cold and dreaming of a wedding made in paradise. I
spoke to Leyla about her interests - surely there must have been
something she enjoyed doing besides cleaning and waiting for
marriage. Did she have a hobby, or would she like to have a job
outside the home, where she could earn money? Leyla's thoughts
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were loudly interrupted by her father's voice: "Come inside the
house, girls! We don't want people talking about two troublemak-
ers!"

We returned inside and went to the only bedroom in the house,
which had a large storage closet with enough space to ac-
commodate blankets and pillows separately. There Leyla had hid-
den a book with poems she had written. She was an eloquent writ-
er and - to my great surprise and relief - her poems revealed
dreams that far transcended the sanctity of marriage. Leyla did
have high aspirations, she simply had not met anyone who took the
time to encourage her and help her believe in their viability. She
needed a supporter to stimulate and nurture her determination,
someone who could overlook debilitating ideas based on gender,
and show her a better path to human fulfillment. In this sense, her
family had a profoundly detrimental affect on Leyla. Because of
her gender, their aspirations for her stopped at securing a husband.
Her reality saddened me. I do not oppose marriage for people who
choose it without compromising other opportunities, but Leyla had
been robbed of choice. She had been forced out of school and
thrown into a life of servitude in the home of her parents, only to
wait for a similar life with a husband. She had not enjoyed the ba-
sic right of choice - to live her life according to her wishes instead
of following her parents' demands in a society that framed her as
an unpaid domestic worker. Leyla was still an adolescent and too
young to consider marriage, which is far more appropriate for
adults. She had her entire life ahead of her and should have had the
freedom to envision plans that went beyond marriage and do-
mesticity. I tried to explain this, but it was a difficult concept for
parents to grasp. I feared they might perceive me as bad influence
or a privileged outsider, whose whims were always satisfied. This
was far from the case. My parents instilled a strong sense of work
and responsibility in all their children, without violating our hu-
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man freedom. I tried desperately to help Leyla, going so far as ask-
ing my mother to finance her secondary education, but her parents
would not accept our offer. I tried to explain how important it was
for Leyla to return to school so she could ensure a more fulfilling
and autonomous future, but the idea was too foreign and unsettled
her parents. I had always hoped to not see many children in Leyla's
circumstances; meeting her was a brutal reality check - especially
because this was someone whose great potential had been denied
opportunity. 

Literacy among women is increasing. Statistics show that most
Kurdish women in Southern Kurdistan can read, but there are girls
who do not complete their formative education because of their
family's financial difficulties. This problem also affects boys. De-
spite these regrettable circumstances, the government has not
created a state benefit to assist minors and safeguard their right to
education. Leyla is an unfortunate victim because, although educa-
tion is free in Kurdistan, the provision costs overwhelmed her fam-
ily. In a region that does not have many job choices for adolescent
girls, Leyla's future is bleak without an education. 
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Chapter 11

My parents bought the modest house in Erbil when our visits be-
came more regular. It has facilitated my interviews with people, as
now we can easily schedule appointments and use the space for
this when convenient. Most visiting families we know tend to stay
in luxurious houses, with expansive gardens and high balconies
overlooking Erbil's magnificent scenery. We prefer to stay in an
ordinary house and I take pride in this. When there, I spend most
of my time typing on the second floor, where I can look out the
window and see activity on the streets. It may not be the typical
view visitors seek, but it is rich with life. 

Near our home in Erbil stood a small shop, the equivalent of
what one might call a corner shop in London. Once I went there on
a Saturday afternoon to buy ice cream since the supermarket was
further away. I bought two of those popsicles that paint the tongue
- and probably the stomach - in the color of their flavor, three
chocolate bars and one bag of potato chips. 

Halfway on my return walk home, I looked at one chocolate bar
and realized it had expired. I quickly checked the other two bars,
and saw that had the same expiration date. Their price had not
been high, but - at least in England - it is illegal for merchants to
sell expired food. I returned to the shop to speak to the shopkeeper
about this, hoping that he had not been aware of the expired date
on the items. The man, who was probably in his late 60s, smiled as
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he saw me approach the door. He seemed to think I had returned to
buy more food. His smile turned into a frown when I told him that
the chocolate bars I had purchased minutes before showed an ex-
pired date. He said, "No, no, it is good!" I showed him the date,
but the shopkeeper insisted the bars had not expired. After a few
minutes of this my blood began to boil. I felt angry, not about the
fact that I had bought expired chocolate, but that the person who
had sold it to me denied the fact of its expiration, even as it stood
before our eyes. 

After some argument the shopkeeper ordered me to leave the
premises in a rather rude tone, which only added to my dismay. I
stood my ground and decided to threaten him in a typical Kurdish
manner; I looked him in the eye (which meant I had to look above
my head, since he was considerably taller) and asked firmly: "Do
you know who you just told to leave old man?" The man slowed
his bravado, became nervous, surprised, and suddenly changed his
approach: "Listen dear child, this is my livelihood. There is only
one pack of that chocolate left. I can give you the money back if
you want." He had misunderstood me. It was not the money I was
after - it was his honesty; and I wanted an apology for the way he
had treated me. More important of all, I expected him to remove
expired food from the shelves, particularly food that children nor-
mally buy. Later I would feel awful for having intimidated a man
old enough to be my father. 

"How many chocolate bars do you have left?" I inquired bluntly.
"I have only one pack of them left", he answered meekly with eyes
downcast. This was probably untrue, given that in my first trip to
the shop he had mentioned having several packs of this chocolate
in his shop. After some time of pointless haggling, I bought a
whole pack of expired chocolates and warned him that if I saw
more expired goods on his shelves I would notify authorities, who
could close his shop if they found a significant amount of expired
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goods, in addition to giving him a hefty fine. 

From that day on I began to scrutinize the expiration date of
products in Kurdistan. I did so with frantic compulsion, as if the
act alone would save all children from the perils of poverty and
deprivation. When I noticed that some bags of potato chips did not
show dates, I called the telephone numbers printed on the packs to
inquire why their products lacked an expiration date. Several of
these numbers were no longer in service, but one had a working
customer line. I felt extremely happy when a voice answered on
the other end and blurted: "Sir, your potato chip bags don't have an
expiration date." The man, a manager for the company, quickly
shifted the topic to my personal life, asking about my age and my
studies. I could feel my head becoming hot with frustration. Rea-
son was stronger though, and I shifted the conversation back to the
topic of my call - this time with more resolve in my voice. "Ex-
pired food can cause serious illness in adults and children. Selling
expired food is punishable by law and can cause merchants to lose
their license - were you aware of this?" I asked triumphantly. His
answer was irrelevant and disarming: "Miss, we can’t afford to put
all the ingredients and expiration date on the packaging of our
products. This requires testing, which we are not qualified to do,
and if we got qualified people to do it, the cost would be too high."
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Chapter 12

Poverty is a nightmare. In Erbil province it is the content of one's
wallet, not achievement, that earns a person respect. Throughout
the region people regard the poor with contempt. Erbil has ex-
tremely large shopping centers, new buildings and industrial struc-
tures in development, but the poor remain poor, without any im-
provement in their living conditions. To observe this discrepancy
more closely I visited a flea market in Erbil and interviewed local
people to learn about their lives.

The flea market in Erbil is known as Lenge and there people buy
clothes from the shipments that shop owners receive. The shops
are minuscule, but all have their own air conditioning units, which
produce a terrible odor that hovers in the humid air with the sugary
smell of pastries and stench of human perspiration - all unified in
unbearable heat. The shops hail from the sides of narrow tunnels
from which an endless number of children toil as cleaners. Chil-
dren also sell popular goods, including water bottles, chewing gum
and baklava (a sweet pastry made in thin layers of dough line with
honey or syrup and nuts). The child workers are usually around
nine to 12 years of age, and often poorly dressed and unwashed, as
evidenced from the thick dirt lodged beneath their nails. Their ap-
pearance has little affect on their demeanor, however, as they al-
ways greet customers with enthusiasm and an eager smile. They
express, in fact, a surprisingly adult business manner when en-
ticing visitors to buy the products in the shops. The viability of this
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business is more a matter of survival, because at the end of their
long workday these children will use the money they earn to buy a
meal. 

Asim Jawhar, 11, is one of the child workers of Lenge. He sells
portable water bottles and sugary drinks, which cool in a box filled
with ice and water from the melted ice. I gave Asim 250 dinars
(roughly 22 American cents) in exchange for water and asked him
if I could interview him. He seemed reluctant and looked around
him cautiously, his brow forming a fearful, inquisitive arch above
his honey colored eyes. I reassured him that the interview would
not cause him trouble - I merely wanted to learn about the poorer,
neglected parts of Southern Kurdistan. 

Asim thought for some time. He asked who I was, where I was
going to tell his story, and so on - he conducted a small interview
of his own before he allowed me to switch the roles. I learned he
lived with his mother and four brothers. His father had died from
heart failure and his mother had since earned her living as a seam-
stress of traditional Kurdish dresses and nightgowns. His two
younger brothers, of ages nine and 13, still attended school, but the
older two, who were 16 and 23, also worked. The oldest brother
was in Peshmerge forces (equivalent to Kurdish army), which
meant he was paid infrequently and occasionally summoned to ac-
company officials on their travels outside of Erbil province. 

Asim told me that he did not see a different future for himself; he
simply wanted to manage daily life and see his younger brothers
finish school to secure a better future than his own. Then he
looked away to conceal tears welled in his eyes and said that some-
times his family does not have enough money to buy bread and yo-
ghurt to eat in the morning or evening, as done by Kurdish fam-
ilies. He said there had been times when his brothers looked for
food scraps in other people's rubbish bins. Asim then looked at me
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with a defeated expression, the sort one might see in an 80-year-
old man who has learned that his disease is incurable, and said:
"Life isn’t easy, but what can we do? You write my story but then
what, you go your way, live your life and forget me."

Asim's mother has diabetes and suffers from resulting neurop-
athy, which affects her extremities, causing her to limp. Even so,
she never stops working. Asim said their extended relatives are
more financially secure, but have never offered to help them. He
felt disheartened, hurt by the neglect: "People don't have any mer-
cy anymore. If they did they would help us." Asim is one of hun-
dreds of children who work in Erbil to help support their families.
To the best of my knowledge, the local government has not taken
action to help them, especially with monetary assistance that
would help them attend school. 

Near the shop where Asim worked I met Baxtyar, a jovial man in
his 20s who said he had also begun to work in Lenge when he was
a child to help support his family. Baxtyar said that in the 1990s
his family sold sacks of bread crumbs to buy rice. As a child and
teen he had worn the same clothes to school everyday, but this
mattered little because he was studying, which gave his parents
immense pride. During that time Baxtyar had begun to work in
Lenge without his parents' knowledge, to help the family with ex-
penses. Eventually his father welcomed the decision because Bax-
tyar's earnings helped improve life for the family.

"It pains me to see children like Asim, but what can we do?"
Baxtyar asked rhetorically, before adding: "There isn’t one or two
children like Asim, there are hundreds of them, they are all over
the place, you can’t help them all. We can’t even help ourselves." I
told Asim and Baxtyar that in the UK school is compulsory from
ages five to 16, from which point young people can choose to
work. The two workers reflected on this and smiled in amusement.
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I felt silly presenting this information in a place so distant from the
practices of post-industrial societies. 

Near Lenge there is a neighborhood called Gilkend, which I visit-
ed with the help of Khadija, a resident who guided me in the area.
As we passed the houses, she explained that the state of the doors
indicated each family's income. Clean double doors in the front re-
flected better finances and quality of life than single doors, par-
ticularly those showing holes or general dilapidation. 

During our walk through the streets of Gilkend, friendly people
invited us to visit their homes. Many of these had a single bed-
room without a kitchen, which some of the hosts preferred that we
not photograph; but most did not object and were happy to let us
take pictures. Khadija's home had two bedrooms but no electricity.
Inside the house was dark and hot. She apologized profusely about
the darkness, as she placed two water glasses on a round dining ta-
ble. "Sorry, I wish we had something else to offer you, but we
don’t. We’ve literally got nothing. My three sons, none of them are
in school and my husband is a worker." Khadija said he did not
earn stable wages, so she did domestic work to help feed the fami-
ly. She would not comment on her husband's specific line of work,
which could mean he worked in sanitation or waste removal - pro-
fessions generally regarded unfavorably. 

Khadija was a slender woman of large, bright, hazel eyes and a
generous smile. Her presence was strong and her expression ur-
gent. Sitting before her in the hot, dark room, I felt sharp pain in
my chest, as if needles were stuck to my heart. "Do you want to
start a petition for a government program that helps children stay
in school?" I asked at a loss for alternatives."Where can I sign?"
she responded bluntly, with a tone of optimism. I told Khadija that
many European countries, including Germany and the UK, have
established funds to assist poor children. These programs offer
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subsidized housing, financial and social support to the children and
their families. In this way children of modest means do not have to
work to eat, but can use their time to attend school and build a path
of healthier opportunities, I explained to Khadija.

When we parted, Khadija shook my hands firmly, kissed my
cheeks and blessed me with prayers. I told her I would try to per-
suade people to help me campaign for a children's cause and mo-
tivate the local government to take direct action. I reminded her
that alone I cannot change the present conditions, but with support
anything is possible. Still, I cautioned her to not expect overnight
change. The social problems and poverty of Gilkend could not be
fixed in one day—it would take years for authorities and organiza-
tions to ameliorate conditions for local residents. 

In the days following my visit to Gilkend I studied a map of Erbil
and tried to decide how to begin a petition. At that point I had only
three months left in the region before my return to London, but I
was determined to get as many signatures as possible before leav-
ing. I understood that to achieve anything with my idea, I needed
family support. Their help was particularly essential, as they have
often warned me to be cautious and not get too political or in-
volved in matters that exceed my resources. I have always under-
stood that my family prioritizes my well-being, but when it comes
to helping others in need, I feel compelled by a moral obligation
before God. I cannot turn a blind eye when the poor starve and live
in the dark, while their children miss their right to learn.

Not long after I visited a shop in Erbil and photocopied 100 peti-
tion sheets, each with ample space for people's names, signatures,
addresses and phone numbers. The petition respectfully asks Mr
Masoud Barzani, president of the Kurdistan Region, to initiate a fi-
nancial support program for poor children, so that they can remain
in school and have enough clothing and food. My parents, rel-
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atives, neighbors and associates were the first to sign the children's
petition. Most were happy to sign, but some people, despite sign-
ing, said it was a waste of time and I should not occupy myself
with issues that cannot be fixed. I printed the map of Erbil, studied
the roads, sat behind the wheel and pressed my foot on the acceler-
ator.

Although Kurdish people have for centuries helped each other in
times of difficulty, Kurdistan does not have the structured system
of volunteering found in western cultures. Local Kurds are re-
luctant to perform favors in return for nothing. Moreover, the pros-
pect of knocking on doors does not appeal to them. But I do not
collect signatures for personal gain; I campaign on behalf of Kurd-
ish children who desperately need help to enjoy their basic rights.
There is a higher principle here, so I work everyday to collect as
many signatures as possible. Hopefully the hard work will benefit
the right people. I cannot think of a better gain than seeing chil-
dren rescued from debilitating poverty. 
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Chapter 13

My grandmother is 70 years old, frail and thin. For many years she
has employed a domestic worker named Sana, so the woman has
become a close family friend. When Sana has any problems she
discusses them openly with my grandmother. On one such occa-
sion she said her sons have often mistreated her, to the point of
physical battery. Although she is elderly, Sana pays half of the
US$400 monthly rent of the home she shares with her two adult
sons. This means that each of her sons only pays one quarter of the
total rent, and since Sana earns US$200 per month, she is left with
no money after paying her large share of the rent. 

Once her sons did not contribute their share of the rent, so Sana
insisted that they give her the money only to receive a brutal beat-
ing in return. My family was outraged, but my grandmother was
not sure how to deal with the situation, given that in Kurdistan
poor women have such limited recourse. Sana's injuries had left
her severely bruised and some of her wounds required stitching at
the hospital. Despite the severity of the attack, Sana did not report
the incident to the police because she felt ashamed that her sons
had assaulted her. I did not discuss the incident with Sana because
of my young age at the time and inability to relate to the trauma,
but I know that the entire family within proximity was enormously
supportive to Sana. 

The statistics for violence against women are not fully doc-
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umented in Erbil. It is thus extremely difficult for local organiza-
tions to quantify it and design a specific course of action to reduce
attacks on women. Nonetheless, it is clear that legislation is not
enough to challenge the social stigma that comes with reporting
domestic violence. Kurdistan needs a social revolution that will en-
lighten people about gender roles and stop men from abusing fe-
male relatives. Brutality, whether physical or psychological, only
harms Kurdish people - it does not protect anybody's honor.

Violence against women is not exclusive to Kurdish women or
the Middle East. Estimates show that millions of women ex-
perience violence in the UK, and various organizations have re-
ported a rise in the number of rapes and murders of women. The
general statistics are frightening, but they keep activists and social
workers informed and help them provide effective care to victims
and design prevention programs. The absence of figures in Kurdi-
stan does not point to a smaller incidence of attacks on women; it
only shows that the region lacks the means to measure violence. 

Violence against women tends to be motivated by issues of con-
trol and restriction. To reduce this trend, a society must have the
proper mechanisms in place to help women escape domestic vi-
olence and abusive relationships. Shelters for battered women and
organizations that offer counseling and job skills training are ex-
tremely critical in the effort to keep women safe in a manner that
is productive and dignified. Survivors of violence do not need in-
stitutional confinement and isolation from society, as oftentimes
arranged in Kurdistan; they need mental health care in a way that
does not stigmatize them and ostracize them from society. Thus far
I have not seen proper mental health facilities for survivors of vi-
olence in Kurdistan - and this is necessary because it helps women
rebuild self-esteem and reintegrate in society. 

In discussions of violence, people often overlook how much of it
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is instigated by women against women. This is an insidious phe-
nomenon of patriarchy that we cannot ignore, particularly as it
does not damage women directly, but obstructs their reasoning
enough to turn them into misogynist agents. Sana, the woman who
worked for my grandmother, is not the only victim of violence in
her family. Rezan, a 33-year-old activist, says her mother beat her
severely when, as a teenager, she stood outside her home to avoid
feeling bored or depressed inside. She says life is different now,
and mothers no longer beat their daughters like that, but they still
use abusive language to control them. People seem to struggle
with the idea of changing old habits, perhaps because patriarchy is
a social disease that manifests in men and women. 
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Chapter 14

Women are not the only people whose rights are ignored in South-
ern Kurdistan. The area has a general problem with human rights
violations, although it also allows people to challenge abusers. For
example, Dr Rebwar Fatah went on strike with his colleagues at
Erbil teaching Hospital to challenge the employer's negligence to-
ward patients. The region does not have policies in place that al-
low patients to demand compensation for medical negligence. It
still lacks laws that guard specific rights. Kurdistan is relatively
new in its modernization process, and people are in the early stag-
es of developing a viable legal sector. These efforts have brought
forth cases never seen before in the area, such as those guarded un-
der privacy and defamation laws in western systems. Under-
standably, Kurdish people did not raise legal issues or demand
government regulation during the Saddam days. Now that they no
longer fear persecution, they share their concerns with activists. 

Some also suggest that we don’t focus on women's rights as ex-
clusive gender rights, but as human rights. However, including
women's rights in general human rights is more useful in move-
ments that guard the rights of men and women as people. A ret-
rospective examination shows that both sexes have only occa-
sionally spoken against the specific violations of women's rights;
while most people stand readily in favor of human rights. The peo-
ple who have organized protests to support women's rights and ex-
pose violations have mostly been women, and they have done so
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without significant male support. For many questionable reasons,
societal structures force people to categorize women's rights under
the umbrella of human rights. This practice of sub-categorization
also applies to children and other disadvantaged groups of Kurdi-
stan. One cannot help but wonder how they came to rest at a dis-
advantage, but I suspect it relates to the same inequality that sus-
tains the quota system that recruits women for parliament in the
region. 

Despite local efforts to include more female leadership in Kurdi-
stan, people vote ungenerously to elect women. Outsiders may
find it shocking that, like men, few women vote for female can-
didates. However, locally the fact is no secret or shocking matter,
an aspect that reveals the need for improvement in female al-
liances. The lack of interest in women's political inclusion ef-
fectively supports a problematic quota system that allows any fe-
male candidate from established political parties to gain a seat in
parliament. This means that not all women appointed to parliament
are qualified for the job. As for the female candidates running in-
dependently, they rarely get far, unless they have considerable
wealth to launch an efficient campaign. This may explain why the
region has yet to show a parliamentary female member who ran in-
dependently. Evidently the political system in the area has much to
learn, perhaps even from middle eastern states flawed with nep-
otism.

To empower women in all sectors of society we must first es-
tablish balance in institutions controlled by men, which sustain pa-
triarchal values. This shift must include an effort to make political,
social and academic organizations more receptive to female lead-
ership. Such genuine effort would eliminate the practice of placing
random women in high positions to satisfy political agendas. Kur-
distan needs honest, independent candidates whose records show
an active concern for women's advancement in society. Such can-
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didates need not be female to perform well as politicians who hon-
or justice and progress. I am certain that any open-minded woman
would support a male parliamentary member whose actions hon-
ored the specific rights of women and human beings in general.
For example, such dedicated MP would support the expansion of
shelters for women and children fleeing domestic violence; and
would promote social and financial reform for women. He would
be a political innovator and champion human causes. Not only
would such great politician try to include more qualified women in
government, he would also create programs that help working peo-
ple build businesses. The hard working people of Kurdistan whose
labor ensures survival, but no substantial wealth are the ones who
need help to progress. 

In Kurdistan, struggling and successful women have been in-
doctrinated by a social tradition of patriarchal values. This struc-
ture gives the women of top positions little motivation to help
women with less fortunate lives. They care about their success,
and make considerable effort to maintain it, an achievement that
gives other countries the idea that in Kurdistan women have
achieved equality with men. Additionally, outsiders have begun to
perceive these women as the altruistic kind who try continuously
to help those in need, but the reality seems entirely different.
Women who gain political power in Kurdistan seem to forgo any
attempts to help other capable women rise through the ranks of
power. Concerned with preserving their own status, they develop a
rigid attitude of self preservation that cuts time or willingness to
power social rehabilitation. This style is reminiscent of the Thatch-
er years, when Britain marveled in the power of the Iron Lady - a
woman known for her intelligence and ruthlessness. Thatcher's
success as a three-term prime minister likely depended on the iron
style that earned her the moniker. History books often cite her fem-
inism, but I wonder why a woman with such power did not include
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more female leaders in her cabinet. Is feminism not a practical ef-
fort to provide equal opportunities to men and women? The
present situation in Kurdish politics seems to follow the troubling
steps of the Thatcher method - rise as a female leader in the world
of men, but share not the podium with other women.

Women must be over 25 years old to run for parliament in Kurdi-
stan. The age requirement works against them, given that women
in the region typically marry in their early 20s (earlier generations
married younger). Motherhood soon follows marriage and by the
time local women reach the age of 25 they are considerably oc-
cupied with childcare, household chores and work outside the
home. Such social circumstances make it impossible for average
working class women to attempt a political career in parliament;
and leave a psychological mark of patriarchal custom. In many
ways our lives make us who we are, and after years of living a cer-
tain lifestyle people often lose sight of greater possibilities. Thus
in Kurdistan the younger, unmarried, childless activists with the
necessary time to participate in Kurdish politics, do not because of
the age requirement. These are the women who could share insight
from the perspective of a younger generation in tune with con-
temporary social problems - and the ones who do not fear change
and possibility. 

When we combine the aforementioned conditions, we find a so-
ciopolitical landscape that does not support the ascension of wom-
en. So why have female politicians not recognized these problems
and tried to help other women in Kurdistan access professional op-
portunities? The consensus seems to be that the more success a
woman attains in the region, the less pleasant and receptive she be-
comes. Obviously it is wrong to base conclusions on gener-
alizations derived from gossip; but I have examples based on per-
sonal experience. During my humanitarian work in Kurdistan I
tried many times to arrange meetings with female members of par-
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liament, but each attempt brought me only excuses justified by
busy schedules and lack of time. On the other hand, male MPs
were forthcoming and willing to discuss local politics. The pattern
of insufficient collaboration among women in Kurdistan also ex-
tends to local activists who seldom gather to promote philanthropy
in the region. By contrast, it takes only a few phone calls to see
twenty male activists materialize, ready to help support a cause. I
saw this first hand in the summer of 2012 while organizing a child
benefit campaign for orphaned children in Erbil. Throughout lo-
gistical arrangements for the child benefit, I became aware that it
was difficult to motivate female activists to invest help. Many of-
fered disbelief as their reason for lack of participation - they did
not think anyone could raise money for poor children or expose
them to learning experiences outside the orphanage. These women,
on whom I had hoped to rely, arrived late at meetings and always
with reasons to leave early, commit less or avoid venues. I felt
deeply disappointed that they could find so many excuses - many
supporting patriarchal deterrents to women's social inclusion - to
not help orphans in need of loving attention and financial as-
sistance for this trips and activities. It was disappointing to see
lack of unity among women and little altruism in their hearts. 

It is difficult to understand why so many women in Kurdistan fail
to support each other, but from my interviews, I learned that they
are less likely than men to support female politicians and tele-
vision anchors. The women's responses reflect a critical stance to-
ward the female leaders and presenters, whose demeanor and pur-
pose they criticized unsparingly. Their answers reveal more
cultural stereotype than fact, given that in Kurdistan it is men who
usually commit public fault. In fact, history shows that men were
always the chief culprits of civil war in the area. Clearly they
could use input from women to establish a peaceful society, but
women in Kurdistan do not seem ready for the collaborative work
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required in the region. The power of patriarchy has become so em-
bedded in the general psyche that even intelligent women have
come to defend its value. Unfortunately this social problem iso-
lates women with great potential from each other, and diminishes
the possibilities for political change. Women's lack of mutual sup-
port is costing the region more than it can afford to lose. 

As touched on earlier, Kurdistan's general elections follow a gen-
der quota because women have terrible difficulty gaining parlia-
mentary seats. The truth is that without this quota system women
would not gain seats because no one votes for them. I have reason
to suspect that sexism - the belief that men must gain higher au-
thority and privilege than women - is the root cause of this situa-
tion. I say this because I have noticed that among the female can-
didates who receive little or no votes are women who represent the
viewpoints of established political parties. So if people elect the
men of said parties because they support their policies and prin-
ciples, why do they not elect the same parties' female candidates
whose views are identical? I cannot help but conclude that people
in Kurdistan either distrust women's ability or feel uncomfortable
seeing them in power. This would explain why the region needs a
quota system that robs capable women of the opportunity to earn a
job on merit alone. In its current state the quota system seems to
do more harm than good, as it allows mainstream political parties
to appoint women they can control. Seems like high end pa-
triarchy.

I believe life would be easier for women if they chose to rise
above oppressive values to work together. I understand that educa-
tion and exposure are essential to motivate a person toward justice;
but at a certain point nothing is more powerful than choice - and it
is this I find lacking in Kurdistan. Women are not making the
choice to stand together and build a better world for everyone. Pa-
triarchal systems have existed in human societies for many genera-
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tions, but the time has come to alleviate men's burden and include
women in leadership to balance decisions. To achieve this I be-
lieve women everywhere, but especially in Kurdistan and other de-
veloping regions, must stand together. They can honor a healthier
tradition by supporting local work and charities that benefit dis-
advantaged women, children and thus society in the long term.
Such effort should dispense discouragement masked as tradition.
In the new millennium cooperation among women really ought to
discard archaic phrases that use gender to argue inability.

Unfortunately the current reality is markedly different, as con-
firmed by the words of Trifa Arifa, a nursing home and orphanage
volunteer in Southern Kurdistan: "Young women can be selfish
and critical of each other. They hate it when other women are suc-
cessful. Everybody here is jealous, but the men criticize what other
men do, not who they are." Indeed jealousy is a human emotion
that manifests in men and women, but at times more destructively
so in local women. This is rather unfortunate since jealousy and
criticism hurt women more than men, who enjoy more pro-
fessional opportunities and social freedom than women. Jealousy
thus can destroy women's lives, but seems to have no significant
impact on the quality of life for local men.
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Chapter 15

Orphaned children in Kurdistan live in negligible conditions. Their
caretakers are not trained professionally for their jobs, and few un-
derstand why it is important to communicate daily with the chil-
dren. They focus mainly on maintenance and emergency tasks,
such as calling medical help when a child falls and breaks a bone.
In 2012 friends and I received approval to visit local orphanages
on Thursdays. The orphanage system places children of both gen-
ders together until they reach age 10, at which time they are separ-
ated. During one of our visits to the mixed children's house, we en-
tered to find a chaotic scene. Inside caretakers sat on sofas while
children as young as two moved randomly in all directions. One of
them cried incessantly because "Aya hit me." This child had a
broken finger. Nearby two recently arrived children - a brother and
a sister - sat quietly together. Their journey to the orphanage had
began when their mother died by self-immolation. They were
poorly dressed, their faces smeared with dirt, mucus dripped from
their noses. The boy, whose birth date had not been established,
appeared to be younger than two years old. Hoger, as they called
him, was soiled with urine and would remain so throughout the
three hours we spent at the orphanage that day. Our attempts to
convince the staff to change the poor child- or provide materials
for us to do it for them- went unheard. Each time we mentioned
Hoger they eyed him heartlessly and ignored the ailing toddler.
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Despite the sad events in his life, Hoger seemed like a de-
termined child. On several occasions he demonstrated strong will
and a desire to persevere. For example, when three of the orphan-
age girls returned from school carrying chocolate, Hoger ap-
proached them and, unable to speak, raised his hand toward the
bar. One of the girls broke a small piece and gave it to him. Hoger
inspired generosity around him. Even a noted house bully shared
water with him, although he got soaked since he was was too little
to hold the bottle as he drank. Still, Hoger refused help from others
and tried to control the situation. He willed autonomy, and when
this failed, he cried or ran to his sister, who was about four years
older. Hoger was cautious around outsiders. When my friend Ash-
na Shareff gave him her camera and I presented my cell phone to
gain his trust, Hoger was not impressed. Unfamiliar faces made
him uneasy and he often cuddled in the arms of his young sister,
who had become his protector by tragic circumstance. Equally
tragic was the fact that this girl had fulfilled that role at an age
when she herself needed protection. Hamdia was her name and she
believed her father would return for them some day. Sadly we
heard from the staff that the children's father had gone to Baghdad
in search of a new wife and wished for no contact with Hamdia
and Hoger. 

Not surprisingly the orphanage children seemed sad and with-
drawn. We tried to engage them in activities with no success until
we discovered they liked to draw. Through their drawings they ex-
pressed how they felt. Sometimes they asked us to draw specific
images of houses and people. In their requests the children com-
municated their needs. A girl named Helene, for example, asked if
we could draw the following on her sheet of paper: A mother, a
doctor father, a younger sister, a jump rope and a smiling moon.
We obliged much to her delight. Helene's wishes were simple and
basic; she wanted a family, love and a place to call home. She de-
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sired affection and safety - she craved the presence of parents who
could care for her needs. This need for family was immense in the
children. Nearly all of them revealed this in their drawings, which
were filled with images of father and mother figures. The orphan-
age staff did not have enough activities to fill the children's days,
but worse, the general neglect was palpable. Simple activities like
drawing or sharing stories did not exist in this orphanage. The chil-
dren spent days caring for themselves and each other in their filthy
rooms with minimal adult supervision.

On average each room had four beds, all dirty, with sheets bear-
ing the marks of pens and stains. The disarray and filth made a dis-
turbing scene. Apart from the beds, the rooms lacked an area
where the children could sit and play. The main room, where the
television exercised full control of the staff, also had no appropri-
ate play or study area for the children. One of the staff members
was pregnant and remained in her seat, glued to the screen,
throughout our visit. While she watched her show, a little girl cried
behind a nearby sofa. I resisted the urge to take the child into my
arms and console her so that I could note how long this wom-
an—soon to bring her own child into the world—would ignore the
sobs. With heartache I timed the crying; it lasted 20 minutes until
another staff member approached the child.

The main problem affecting children like Hoger is not one of
governmental funding, but one of irresponsible allocation. Local
officials designate funds to support orphaned and abandoned chil-
dren, but the employees governing the funds do not know how to
govern them properly. This results in insufficient resources to sus-
tain comprehensive annual care for the children. Lacking money to
manage the orphanages properly, employees sooner or later find
themselves understaffed and lacking resources. The end result is
fatigue and acute neglect toward the least deserving: The children
residing at orphanages. But how do staff members get to this
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point? Their own neglect may help explain the situation. Although
children without parents present an urgent challenge for society, in
Kurdistan they are deposited and forgotten at orphanages in the
care of workers equally forgotten by society. The workers' social
isolation in conjunction with absent media attention make a dan-
gerous concoction of festering neglect and apathy. Fundamentally
it is not more money that will solve the problem of neglect, but hu-
manity. If we are to succeed in addressing the disgraceful problem
of neglected children, we must begin by publicly acknowledging
the existence of orphans, and training their caretakers. We cannot
simply look away because it is too painful to learn the story of
children like Hamdia. Our pity is only a convenient reaction to
avoid responsibility, and as such it is completely useless to aban-
doned children. As human beings, we have a moral obligation to
extend our help to those less fortunate, particularly when such peo-
ple are children, the most vulnerable of our societies. Obviously
social work cannot exist without financial resources, but humanity
goes further, and without it the management of resources collapses
and situations become unbearable, as in the orphanages of Kurdi-
stan. 

The young children's orphanage had an overwhelming smell of
urine and faeces. I understand that the staff may have felt tired
from caring for so many children, but they could have maintained
a cleaner environment for the sake of health and hygiene. Bodily
fluids and fecal matter are known to spread disease, particularly
among young children who use their fingers and mouths to ex-
perience the world. Poor hygiene in orphanages is not only bad ex-
ample for children, it is potentially deadly. When children live and
sleep in filth day after day, year after year, their health declines.
Since children are the future of any nation, such conditions weak-
en development in Kurdistan. As compassionate beings, we ought
to accept the challenge of educating our people to be kinder and
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more humane with all children - orphaned or privileged. Perhaps
we can begin by publicizing the plight of poor children to inspire
compassion from orphanage workers, whose jobs include the op-
portunity to change young lives. These people do not earn much,
so public recognition of their work and respect for their roles could
motivate them to treat the children better. 

The second orphan house we visited housed children older than
12. On arrival we found a girl scrubbing floors. Newly arrived, she
had come to live in the orphanage because her family could not
care for her. Performing domestic chores is an important life skill,
but I wonder how much of it paid employees actually perform at
orphanages when young residents do so much of the work. I worry
whether these children do more chores than acceptable for their
age. Unfortunately it was not possible to determine this during our
visits because the children are cautious around staff members and
reveal only loose fragments of their lives. I understand their cau-
tion because I can interview them, collect information and leave;
but they do not have the same privilege - they must live in the or-
phanages and interact with staff members, who have immense
power over the direction of their lives. Thus my work could have a
direct affect on the children's lives - for better or for worse.

When I consider the orphanage situation in Southern Kurdistan, I
realize that the region suffers from a lack of non-profit organiza-
tions and citizen initiative. In most developed nations, these efforts
are critical to the management of social problems, such as do-
mestic violence, child welfare and poverty. Kurdistan is now in the
beginning of a transitory phase, which provides ample opportunity
for people to make changes that benefit the region. It is during
such times that we must master the courage to challenge systems
that oppress women, neglect children and force men to guard pa-
triarchal values. We can still call on the government for more par-
ticipation in this respect, but at some point we must own re-
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sponsibility for the society we represent. Governmental policy im-
pacts society, but social change begins with individual behavior.
Great power rests in the hands of people who recognize that honor
lies in justice and the social progress of all human beings. 

During our visits to Kurdish orphanages, friends and I received
boxes full of presents from people - in all corners of the globe - ea-
ger to help the children. Volunteers Ashna Shareff, Nawroz Sin-
jari, Sazan Mandalawi and I sorted the gifts according to age group
and delivered them to the children at the Malle Khanda (House of
Smiles) orphanage. The children were joyous when they saw us ar-
rive with the boxes, but unfortunately the staff would lock the toys
in a glassed cupboard to prevent them from "making a mess." 

The event motivated us to have a discussion with the orphanage
administrator and volunteer our time to create fun, learning activ-
ities for the children. As the art fan in the group, I became the chil-
dren's art mentor for the summer. In this role I sat with them a few
times weekly and supported their creativity, which they expressed
in drawings and paintings. The orphanage had a designated room
for such purposes, but staff members did not use it to avoid build-
ing emotional attachments with the children. The distance did
more than that; if effectively kept the children from receiving love
from the only adults present in their lives. I remember vividly an
incident that occurred in the house of children under 10. The or-
phanage accommodates 400 children, but because some alternate
residence with relatives or paid guardians, the daily number
present varies. One day people visiting the older children's section
left remaining gifts for three of the younger girls. Unfortunately
their kind act left several girls empty handed and one crying. Rath-
er upset, the child buried her head in one of the main room sofas
and cried for a prolonged period. Her grief did not seem to affect
the staff, who continued to chat unmoved by the child's sobs. They
believed that ignoring the child would eventually stop the crying.
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That may have been true, but the reasoning troubled me, as the
child was feeling hurt and in desperate need of affection. A hug
from her caretakers would have been humane and consoling,
whereas their indifference reinforced neglect. 

When the other volunteers and I left for the day, the young child
cried still. We had shown her a teddy bear in attempts to ease her
sadness, but Isra - as she was named - continued to cry with great
grief. Her simple wish had been to receive new clothes and one
pair of shoes, but we could not fulfill it without doing the same for
the other children in the orphanage houses. Doing so would have
created favoritism and this is a practice that deeply hurts children.
Ashna, one of the volunteers present that day, and I discussed the
situation at length and reached the same conclusion from every an-
gle: We must treat all children at the orphanage with equal kind-
ness and generosity; and because there are hundreds of them, we
must not risk breaking this rule with exceptions. Thus if we buy
specific goods for one child, we must be prepared to do same for
all 399 others. We had noted this carefully when we learned earlier
that week that the donated boxes of toys did not have enough dolls
for all the girls.

On the forth of July, with support from generous people, we
filled a minibus with 22 children from the orphanage and drove to
Erbil International Airport for a short adventure. The initial plan
was to take only 10 children, so that we could manage the trip
without causing disturbance at the airport, but when they heard
about the plan, the children became extremely excited and per-
suaded us to expand accommodating resources. (How could we re-
sist their spontaneous strategy, which consisted mainly in crying,
begging and occupying the vehicle?) As they packed the minibus,
the children smiled anxiously in anticipation of seeing an airplane
for the first time. Soon the orphanage supervisor relented and the
number of our little companions grew from 10 to 22 in a matter of
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minutes. Our delight matched the children's. 

During the journey to the airport we clapped hands and sang nur-
sery rhymes and the Kurdish national anthem. Everyone was hap-
py and the children's eyes sparkled with renewed hope. It was clear
that these young travelers had begun to believe in the possibility of
their dreams. We felt grateful to be in a position to help the chil-
dren experience life outside the orphanage. Exposure to variety at
a young age can inspire people to design a focused path in their
lives. We were happy to give a little bit of this potential beginning
to the orphanage children, whose enthusiasm tripled as we ap-
proached the airport. As our bus passed a plane in sight, they
pointed to the windows and exclaimed with utter joy: "There it is!
It's a plane! Look at it! We’re going there!"

Once inside the airport, a tremendously kind staff gave us a tour,
so the children could learn how such a facility works. The little ad-
venturers watched with great curiosity as airport workers inter-
acted with travelers, received their luggage and directed them to
security areas. The children were mesmerized by the process. With
great excitement they held each other's hands and asked us con-
tinuously about their turn to board a plane. Soon the plane at a
nearby gate emptied the last passenger from a previous flight and
all but two of the children walked inside with unstoppable energy.
Two of them, fearful of the large aircraft, began to cry. We re-
assured them that the plane was not dangerous and before long
their fears had transformed into eager curiosity. Inside the aircraft,
the little wanderers ran from seat to seat, searching for the best
window view. They sat, fastened their seat belts and listened at-
tentively to our description of what pilots do in cockpits to fly air-
planes. They seemed awestruck and asked us to photograph them
in their seats, which we did, of course.

After a few snapshots, it became clear that the children were
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ready for more than an airport tour. Wanting to experience an even
more ambitious adventure, they urged us to fly somewhere. With
arms stretched upward they giggled and exclaimed: "Let's go to
Europe! We want to fly!" But it would not be so this time, as with-
in minutes our time on the aircraft had come to an end. The chil-
dren unbuckled their seat belts and presented the captain with a
beautiful appreciation poster they had prepared for him at the or-
phanage. Outside, passengers waited their turn to board the plane.

As we exited the plane we noticed Razhan, a four-year-old girl,
crouched behind a seat in giggles, hiding from the group. Razhan
had decided that she was going to fly, and it took us some time to
convince her different. The return bus ride to the orphanage was
filled with the sound of music and excited little voices speaking si-
multaneously, each with a story or theory about the journey. I
looked around, absorbing the moment, and saw my joy reflected in
the faces of the other volunteers. They were all tired, but had a re-
vealing smile engraved on their faces. We understood that the or-
phanage children had experienced something remarkable that
would forever change their view of the world. 
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Chapter 16

Much happened in Erbil during the summer of 2012. June had
marked the first feminist meeting among a group of young men
and women, which sparked a movement of small scale. For a long
time I had dreamed of a local feminist organization that would
teach young Kurdish girls to develop strength and self-reliance in
the new Kurdistan. Fully aware that education does not equate lib-
eration, I tried to welcome girls of all social classes to our first
meeting. I understood that the city had several youth groups that
encourage young people to participate in civil society, but none of
them seemed to address the status of women in Kurdistan. Ashna,
with whom I volunteered at the orphanage houses, and I made
some calls and soon a group of young people sat together for an in-
formal chat. Ashna helped lead the meeting, which worked per-
fectly since she is a resident of Erbil and believes in women's
equal participation in society. This first discussion took place in an
unremarkable location. The seven people present included three
men and four women, including Ashna and me. 

Some of the attendees arrived early, others left late. Our group
may have lacked perfect organization, but it had something es-
sential: A beginning. On that day we agreed to meet weekly at lo-
cal cafes to enjoy soft drinks and discuss women's rights. During
our meetings we discussed how people treat women locally and in
neighboring countries, but we focused mainly on the situation in
Erbil. Everyone expressed unique ideas, but as a group we shared
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similar goals, even if some people perceived feminism as a mis-
guided approach to women's liberation.  

Our conversations lasted hours, and throughout the period re-
ligion featured prominently. Some of the men present tried to use
religion to block our proposals, which did not surprise me since
many people in the area use religion to justify tradition that keeps
women behind men. For example, Erbil clerics frequently cite
women in their Friday sermons about "the national epidemic of
immoral behavior and corruption." Fortunately their interpretation
of immorality is preposterous, given that it condemns basic free-
doms like social interaction between men and women. Some cler-
ics are broadminded, but most promote this sickening habit of
wanting to control women. Mullahs are also clever in how they se-
lect their villain; they appear apolitical (which keeps them in good
graces with politicians) and remain consistently critical of women.
The fact that they publicly judge women - who are in a weaker so-
cial position—magnifies their bullying behavior and lack of piety.
More seriously, these clerics plant oppressive ideas in the minds of
thousands in attempts to stunt Kurdish progress. What good can
come to a society that negates the abilities of one gender? How
dare men of cloth desecrate scripture and falsely indoctrinate peo-
ple to attack women's rights?

Despite instances of endemic ugliness and coercion, Kurdish
feminists must find a way to build constructive communication
with clerics. This may seem like a monumental and nerve testing
task, but it is one of the most essential in the Kurdish feminist
movement. Clerics have power; they inspire and motivate people
to take action. Right now they are using this power to reinforce
customs that oppress women and hold back social evolution. As
feminists, we must use reason to inspire these men of God to use
their power for good. We must encourage Mullahs to part with pa-
triarchy and honor Islam in contemporary society. Mosques,
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churches, temples and other places of worship must not blame or
condemn women for moral decay. Instead these sacred spaces
ought to uphold the rights of women and guide people to support a
world based on equal rights for men and women. 

During the first feminist meeting in Erbil we discussed the situa-
tion of adolescent girls, most of whom must obey a curfew while
boys of the same age roam freely without restrictions. Local fam-
ilies take extra care to monitor girls' whereabouts and behavior 24
hours per day. The young women seem to never have a free mo-
ment of expression away from the watchful eye of their families.
This rigid type of social control seems to also affect young pro-
fessionals in the public eye. Despite being women, the latter tend
to support the patriarchal values that contradict their very success.
At our meeting two men attributed these factors to "Kurdish cul-
ture" and argued that we must respect the local "customs." These
were bright men who - like many others before them - seemed to
relinquish logic in the presence of culture, even if culture abused
women. I wondered, how did the word culture come to legitimate
misogyny?

Today in many places throughout Kurdistan people interpret cer-
tain behaviors as evidence of women's liberation. For example, if a
woman walks in public without a headscarf, wears a short skirt or
a low cut blouse others may perceive her as a feminist. This is a
mistake. Fashion alone is not a credible representative of fem-
inism, and less clothing does not equate liberation. Moreover, one
woman's personal choice of dress in no way represents the choices
or freedom of other women. In the case of Kurdistan it so happens
that the women exposing more flesh are also affected by the tradi-
tional values that demand leadership from men and subjugation
from women. Great expectations fall upon Kurdish women, who
must show devotion and purity, and remain utterly insignificant in
authority. The density of misguided Kurdish feminism is troubling
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and embarrassing: People label female professionals who socialize
with male colleagues as either feminist or with overtly liberal
views. At the root of this inaccurate - and shallow - perception of
feminism lies the glorification of wealth and consumerism. I worry
that so many in Kurdistan have come to perceive the power to buy
as a sign of liberation.

In reality local women seem to be moving further away from
feminism; and Kurdistan's struggle between tradition and modern-
ization is developing at different speed among people. For ex-
ample, some women ignore traditional etiquette and dress ac-
cording to their will, but these women usually come from a
privileged group of wealthy, prominent families. Such women can
afford to defy social norms because they enjoy a certain degree of
impermeability in a society of class distinctions. On the other
hand, the women of working class families do not have the priv-
ilege of choice; they must abide by the hard rules of local tradi-
tions, which limit women's expression and force them indoors.

Despite being a long way from enforcing social and political
equality between the sexes, Kurdistan has made commendable
strides. For example there is a marked difference between now and
2004, when the places available for women to meet friends or col-
leagues were still few. The region now has hundreds of hang-out
places for young people that were not available previously. Such
clientele, however, tends to be comprised of affluent young wom-
en. Poorer girls, who lack money and status, still remain under the
heavy shadow of patriarchy. Still, there is improvement, even if
we can only observe it among upper classes. Erbil is changing and
local women seem ready for the freedom it brings, I guess their
challenge now is to extend an invitation to less privileged women
to join them as they enjoy the benefits. That said, women's rights
in Kurdistan ought to go far passed the joyous occasion of sipping
tea in public places. Full equality means equal rights in law, at
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work, in homes, on streets, in politics, finance, medicine and any
industry or situation imaginable. To achieve this, the women of
Kurdistan need to become assertive and honor justice.

Kurdish culture teaches women from an early age that they are
different from boys. Parents, relatives, teachers, friends, com-
munities, all project this difference onto children in the form of
measured privilege. Little girls learn that boys can speak loudly
and laugh heartily, but they must not. They see their mothers home
in evenings while their fathers go outside to see friends. They learn
about their older brothers' conquests, while their parents guard
their sisters with utter care to ensure marriageability. In this light
girls grow, one day becoming the bearers of the very values that
sustain their social and psychological confinement. The cycle
shows that the people of Kurdistan need more than access to in-
stitutional education; they need a social revolution that begins in
the home. That said, it is important to note that not all homes are
alike, and Kurdistan does have progressive families who teach lit-
tle boys and girls to seek goals with equal measure. Although they
are part of a greater culture, Kurdish families have unique family
subcultures that follow particular rules. As in other cultures, this
diversity enriches Kurdistan, but in the local environment of strict
tradition it also brings envy among women. This happens because
whereas some families allow girls to spend time outside the home
and develop friendships with young people of both genders, most
would not even consider allowing such freedom. When the major-
ity of girls in a town miss this experience of freedom—which they
regard as a luxury—they begin to resent the girls who have it. This
resentment expands in the form of support for a patriarchal system
that pushes girl against girl and woman against woman. Herein
may lie the jealousy factor touched on earlier, which motivates
grown women to badmouth and criticize those in the public eye. I
suppose human nature compels us to desire the best, and when the
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best seems available only to some, we surrender to anger and de-
struction. 

Alternatively, the disgruntled may choose calculated rebellion in
place of gossip and pettiness. This could be possible in Kurdistan,
if women refuse to relinquish power to men and decide to not re-
sent successful women. With thoughtful alliance and organization,
local women could create an environment that offers them the
right to exercise free will. To reach this stage, women must first
shift their devotion from men to themselves and collapse the faulty
foundation of patriarchy. Only in this way can true freedom come
to women in Kurdistan and provide them a full life as equal mem-
bers of a thriving society. People will then understand that fem-
inism lies not in outer appearance or extravagance, but in the com-
mitment to honor a just society. In its totality, freedom transcends
the superficiality of personal attire and condemnation of others to
penetrate all sectors of society and materialize opportunities for all
people. This includes the availability of leadership roles for wom-
en, but also the simple act of communication between the sexes
(which some families in Kurdistan have used as reason to murder
women). Real feminism gives women a chance to feel useful and
dignified outside the spaces of their homes—without having to
fear repercussions.
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Chapter 17

During my time in Kurdistan I had an eye infection that lasted one
week. When the redness and swelling began to subside, I resumed
interviewing women in the poorer areas of Erbil province. At that
time I learned that a close friend from my university in London
had succumbed to cancer at age 23, only a few months after the in-
itial diagnosis. It has been difficult to accept that Hakimah lost her
life in the pearl of adulthood. I think of her often, not with crush-
ing sadness, but with renewed determination to support justice for
the disadvantaged and marginalized. Hakimah believed in the pos-
sibility of a world where people honor character and resist the mis-
interpretations of religion or ethnicity. Her wisdom, which man-
ifested as innocence, inspired me to do what I can to improve our
world. I miss Hakimah, her unimposing mentorship, her self-
lessness and the enthusiasm she held when listening to people. Her
generosity was unconditional, she seemed to find meaning and sat-
isfaction in the act of giving. From the way Hakimah lived I
learned the true meaning of agape. 

Many times I saw Hakimah walk around the school campus, bas-
ket full of pamphlets in hand, encouraging students to sponsor
charities. She was equally committed in her effort to distribute
knowledge, and often invited speakers to present lectures on phi-
losophy, literature, theology, politics and sociology. Hakimah's life
is inspirational because it shows that with great heart comes effort-
less will and great achievement. In her short time alive she helped
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and inspired people to participate in public service. The gratitude
so many felt for her efforts was clear at her funeral service, which
many people attended to bid farewell. They filled the mosque,
some in shock, but most in awe of Hakimah. Men, women, old,
young, rich, poor, all stood with eyes moist, but bright in the cer-
tainty that someone precious had touched their lives. Hakimah's fe-
male classmates, in particular, displayed a remarkable expression
of gratitude - she had convinced them that they could be strong
women. 

I have yet to meet another young woman like Hakimah, whose
selflessness did so much to help the poor and empower women. I
wish it were not so, particularly in Kurdistan where there is a great
need for conscientious activists. Repeatedly I have observed that
young women do not seem interested in engaging social and polit-
ical causes. This may be related to the lack of encouragement they
receive from older people, as evidenced in a blunt comment some-
one threw at me: "What business do you, as a young girl, have in
the world of politics?" This attitude seems prevalent throughout
Kurdistan and I fear it misguides girls from the time they are born.
No one seems to tell them that they live in a world of opportunity
where they can set goals and formulate action plans. They grow in
this darkness only to pass the torch of discouragement to the next
generation of girls. Such insidious patriarchy places thousands of
women and girls in the idle margins of society, where neither
voice nor will can develop to drive change. 

To treat this serious social problem in Kurdistan, we must first
teach people to stop idolizing men just because they are male. We
must motivate progression away from the belief that only men can
validate a woman's worth. Men and women are equally important,
and marriage does not have to be essential in conferring humanity
upon women. I do not disqualify love or devalue marriage, but I
believe that girls should not have to grow believing that this union
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must be their greatest achievement in life. In Kurdistan, where
married life follows the rigors of patriarchal tradition, women al-
most always find themselves disillusioned with the reality of mar-
riage. Although most spend their childhood and adolescence
dreaming of the perfect gentleman who will dazzle them with ro-
mance, soon after their wedding they learn that they have entered
an institution of bondage. As wives they have no authority and
generally live secluded from social activities. In most cases, mar-
ried life brings less freedom to women than the limitations they en-
dured in the home of their parents. Like prison to a certain degree,
the average marriage in Kurdistan imposes severe restrictions on
women's ability to communicate and make decisions. Additionally,
as offspring arrive, married women become increasingly occupied
at home and removed from public life. Together these circum-
stances disconnect them from the inner strength that inspires ambi-
tion or social involvement. By the time they reach the mid 20s
most women in Kurdistan are far removed from the logistical pos-
sibility of developing competitive professional careers. The current
structure of Kurdish society is thus not conducive to the liberation
of women. To begin moving in that direction, the region needs a
large scale revision of the cultural values that repress women and
retard the advancement of Kurdish society. This can only begin
with the end of the patriarch, which will come when local people
challenge the myth of men as superior and authoritative. Similarly,
the local idea of marriage is in dire need of reform. Marriage is a
partnership between two people, based on an equal balance of
power, even if tasks are distributed according to skill. Healthy
partnerships are sustained by the guiding principles of respect,
trust, friendship, honesty, loyalty and kindness—several of which
seem absent or lopsided in local marriages. That said, we cannot
deny the existence of Kurdish marriages that honor equality and
thrive on humane principles. It just so happens that the many I
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have observed function on a severely skewed value of power
whereby men make all decisions and women obey blindly. The in-
stitution of marriage needs work in the Kurdish region, but it is
even more pressing that people stop indoctrinating girls to believe
that marriage is their most important and ultimate goal in life.

Personally I do not oppose marriage. I support the union of two
consenting adults who care for each other and nurture a healthy re-
lationship. What I find unfair is a system that encases men in the
role of income providers and turns women into domestic workers.
Furthermore, as patriarchs men are required to make all decisions
affecting the family - a tradition that overwhelms them with psy-
chological responsibility and wastes women's intellectual capac-
ities. So why are men and women not challenging this dysfunc-
tional system? Because they honor it as culture - again with culture
as the almighty guard of patriarchy. The troubling part is that even
women holding university degrees stand for culture as the le-
gitimating force of backward custom. Take the extreme case of Dr
Attia Saeed, a respected gynecologist in the region; although high-
ly educated and knowledgeable, Dr Saeed is known to address her
patients in brusk and demeaning manner. She has a television pro-
gram, in which she casually refers to women as "ignorant fools"
and "stupid." Dr Saeed may feel frustrated with her patients' lack
of information, but this should motivate her all the more to be kind
and gentle in her efforts to educate women. As it is, Dr Saeed uses
abusive language to discuss issues affecting women, and she does
so in a region where people have grown to accept abuse from au-
thority. Since people admire Dr Saeed because of her education
and experience, her behavior vindicates and encourages the ill
treatment of women. It also makes women uncomfortable about
asking important questions about their health. 

Women like Dr Saeed, who are in a position to influence society,
have the power to teach men and women about healthy, em-
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powering communication. Ideally this would be the preferred ap-
proach of such women, alas it is rarely the case in Kurdistan.
Meanwhile in impoverished villages there are thousands of women
who need to learn about contraception to manage reproduction
more efficiently. Ignorance has caused many of them to induce
abortions without medical help in desperate attempts to curtail the
number of children in their families. Dr Saeed is aware of this trag-
ic reality among poor women, but she still addresses them with in-
humanity. How can people learn if an expert responds to them
with antipathy and intolerance? Fortunately there are some women
- namely the wives of government officials - who confront this
outrageous behavior. Dr Saeed reportedly bows humbly and re-
spectfully to them, but unfortunately she does so compelled by
wealth and social status instead of humanity. 

Kurdistan has many social problems that originate in the tradition
of withholding information from women. Instead of motivating
girls to think about their world and participate in activities to ex-
plore it, local families tend to raise them focused solely on the
prospect of marriage. This needs change; parents have a rea-
sonable obligation to expose their children to all possibilities in
life. Surely the dream of spousal bliss must not be the only pos-
sibility thrown upon a child from birth to matrimony. Life is full of
complexities that neither begin nor end with romantic love and
procreation. Kurdistan does not have to belong to those who pull
the strings of antiquity. If Dr Saeed or others wish to wallow in
callousness and stubborn repression, we - young Kurdish people
and supporters of justice - can teach them the dignified way for-
ward and restore democratic living in Kurdistan.

We may nurture this journey by promoting philanthropy, vol-
untarism and discussions, particularly in schools, where young
people spend a considerable part of their time learning. Action and
organization begin with exposure and communication, thus any vi-
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able long term change in society must follow a continuous period
of education that stimulates young people to think freely and com-
passionately. The consistent implementation of such method re-
quires the commitment of human and financial resources - and this
is where government investment is crucial. While these pro-
gressive efforts are essential in the development of any society,
they do not guarantee the formation of good character. However,
they significantly increase the odds that people with great potential
will receive an uncensored education on their way to adulthood -
and knowledge is the fundamental pillar of civilization.
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Chapter 18

Men dominate religious discourse in Kurdistan. People accept
their interpretations, often reminiscent of prevalent views in neigh-
boring Arab countries, as unquestionable and sovereign. In
mosques one sees imams present, but no female scholars. Even if
there were female theologians in the region, they would have dif-
ficulty finding a job since the imams would not want to share their
function with women. Thus imams interpret Islamic texts as they
will and exclude women entirely from the opportunity to engage in
the scholarly exploration of religion. In the rare instances when
imams include women in discussions, they use gender as a point of
attack to (falsely) illustrate that women lack the logical capacity to
comprehend the Koran. This form of discrimination causes psy-
chological and social damage to women. It is an incremental as-
sault on their self-esteem and contributes to a culture of patriarchy
that indoctrinates men and women to believe that femaleness
comes with lower intellectual potential. But the functionality of pa-
triarchy owes its success to mass compliance and obedience from
women. When we sit on the margins of society nodding to au-
thoritarian figures who insist on our inferiority, we approve our
own subjugation. Of course many women stand idle because they
depend on men to survive. Herein we find the vicious cycle of pa-
triarchy: To make autonomous decisions women need financial
stability to maneuver, but in Kurdistan many rely wholly on spou-
sal support. This inherent problem reminds us that only education
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can assure complete independence for girls when they reach adult-
hood. The problem of women's social delay in Kurdistan is multi-
dimensional and - because they influence society so greatly - the
clergy could play a significantly positive role in improving condi-
tions for women. For this reason we must find ways to open dis-
cussion with imams and recruit their help in teaching people that
women and men are beings born with equal potential for lead-
ership.

People blame religion for much of women's delayed progress in
Kurdistan; but religion itself is not the culprit of the ills of human
society. For a very long time people have pointed the finger at Is-
lam, for example, to justify women's oppression in the Middle
East; but we forget that it is the way human beings conceptualize
an idea that sets a precedence for the expression of values—and
how these in turn manifest in the homes of people. People mis-
construe religion to incite shame and prevent women from ex-
pressing themselves. For example, many have cited religion to
claim that women who walk alone in the evening or converse with
unrelated men, are amoral and dishonorable. Hence, from a sub-
jective interpretation of religion comes a corrupt value that man-
ifests in society as a cultural stereotype. With great power the neg-
ative stereotype grows to be accepted as a universal truth that
delineates the morality of women. The labyrinthine nature of this
stereotype is especially dangerous because it is embedded in per-
sonality. We are inevitably the product of our societies, and when
we grow hearing the same stories and statements, we integrate
their value in the fabric of personal identity. To begin to address
the problem properly, we must enlist cleric support to promote a
positive image of women, along with their scholarly participation
in religious education. The latter may take the form of women of-
fering viewpoints different from the widely accepted inter-
pretations of sacred scripture, which currently place women in a
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position inferior to men. 

With all things considered, the fact remains that few Kurdish
women make an effort to participate in religious meetings, where
they may share new perspectives to counteract repressive notions
of women's behavior. One of the reasons for this may lie in the
public perception that a woman interested in the study of religion
is not attractive. Men in Kurdistan admire women who are modest,
cultured and gentle. They prefer women who contain their re-
bellious streak on the surface and never use it to defy authority.
Such image of women is one of contradiction, and it is common in
Erbil, where most men run from the idea of women having an in-
tellectual discussion about religion. The situation is unfortunate
because it distances talented women from clerical circles and less-
ens their opportunity to influence imams. A case in point is that of
women who have memorized the Koran - an astonishing feat - but
never engage in debate or propose alternative, contemporary inter-
pretations of the sacred text. Their silence is a disservice because
these are the women in the best position to engage people in
thought and show that negative beliefs concerning women are
vastly unrelated to the wisdom put forth in the holy Koran.

The news is not all bad; there is at least one Kurdish province
where outspoken women exist and routinely challenge reactionary
ideas passed as religion. Women in Silemani are more involved in
discussing Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, Judaism, Hinduism and
other faiths, with little reticence or concern for how others may
perceive the activity. It is puzzling that Erbil, often considered one
of the more advanced provinces of the region, has less outspoken
women than Slemani.

On Fridays families attend religious sermons throughout Kurdi-
stan to honor their faith. As advised by the government, these ser-
vices are rarely political and mostly spiritual. On such days, local
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women could seize the opportunity to discuss how the inter-
pretation of faith affects social customs. Discussions of this nature
would enrich their lives with the important intellectual component
missing from daily routine. Their active participation in the dis-
cussion of religion would stimulate them to think critically about
the flawed theories people accept as guidelines for women's be-
havior. Like men, when women engage in the regular discussion of
ideas, they improve their ability to reason and present arguments
in a logical and respectable manner. Such activity would certainly
benefit women in Erbil, where many chauvinistic practices orig-
inate in false representations of religion.

Although not always appreciated by writers and academics, Islam
is a particularly significant religion in Kurdistan. This has been the
case in the region for many centuries, as evidenced by its vast
number of Kurdish Muslims. How did such prized religion come
to accommodate meaning that puts women at a disadvantage? The
answer must come from its foremost representatives - clerics. Is-
lam is an uncomplicated religion; its holy text - the Koran - out-
lines truths in a form that allows ample interpretation. Ironically, it
is the Koran's inherently free structure that clerics have used to dis-
tort teachings in a way that compromises women's freedom. Their
misinterpretations are in conflict with feminism, but such diver-
sion does not come from Islam itself. Misinformed about the true
significance of feminism and Islamic teachings, some people have
come to perceive feminism as a wicked attempt to destroy religion.
In truth, however, feminism does not exist to oppose religion, but
to combat gender discrimination and establish equal rights for the
people of a society. Naturally this effort requires a reevaluation of
the ideals that oppress women. 

When feminists identify oppressive dogma in the way people in-
terpret and follow religion, they try to present an unbiased view of
women, free from religious distortion. The honest, liberating na-
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ture of feminism requires this type of assessment. Thus the fight
for gender equality invariably demands that people challenge cer-
tain religious theories. This does not mean that feminists should
focus solely on criticizing religion and blaming it for the global
oppression of women. On the contrary, the investigative process
should inspire an objective study - and revision - of ideas that
structure society and guide human behavior. That said, to dis-
mantle patriarchy we must first recognize its religious threads.
Some feminists ignore this relationship, others use the connection
to inspire support for the feminist cause. The central theme of fem-
inist ideology upholds a world where people of male and female
genders enjoy equal opportunities in society. This core philosophy
shows that the feminist cause is not a narrow fight against Islam or
Christianity; it is more complex than that, and requires feminists to
transcend the blame game and focus on the bigger picture. Since
2001, when criminals claiming to be true Muslims attacked the
United States and killed thousands, western feminism has been fix-
ated on the criticism of Islam. For all its good intentions, the sub-
sequent War on Terror left a deadly imprint in the feminist con-
sciousness: People worldwide began to view Islam as the
archenemy of women. More than one decade following the US
tragedy we find ourselves in a dead end of distrust: People regard
Islam as a religion that abuses women; and Muslims perceive fem-
inists as amoral crusaders of western civilization. The general dis-
trust has curbed the expansion of feminism. In Kurdistan, for ex-
ample, feminism as an organized movement remains in its early
stages. Local women have only now begun to explore the concept
and the idea of establishing a group to challenge government pol-
icies and organizational structures that ignore women's rights.
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Chapter 19

During my recent time in Kurdistan I encountered a hefty bu-
reaucratic system that demands permits for nearly every hu-
manitarian activity. Our plans to visit inmates in prison nearly col-
lapsed, as local institutions required our group to contact various
authorities for official permission. During this process we had to
explain repeatedly our reasons for visiting the prisoners, and de-
clare how we intended to use information gathered at the facilities.
The experience left some volunteers with the impression that the
local government has an overly controlling approach toward its
people, and this is unwise because it saturates people with anger -
a key ingredient for revolution. I understand that leadership can
never be perfect, particularly in a developing region like Southern
Kurdistan. However, there are degrees of common sense, and I
have learned - in my attempts to raise money for local orphans -
that reason is not guiding charitable efforts. The lack of timely
cooperation from officials forces volunteers to knock on doors for
minimal support. At the time of writing this, my group still awaits
a permit to position fundraising booths in main cities and near
malls. Every day gone is a day of opportunity lost, because booths
can capture people's attention quickly, raise awareness about a
cause and galvanize mass support in a non-intrusive way. The long
delay in processing our permit has made some of us wonder if lo-
cal authorities misunderstand our intentions. Our aim is to help
poor, abandoned children in Kurdistan—we have no interest in in-
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citing uncivilized behavior of any sort. Could the thick bu-
reaucracy mean that local officials fear a rebellion, because they
lead a disparate economy on ground fertile to revolt against social
ills that plague our nation. 

This would help explain the tight control of humanitarian activ-
ities, which by definition expose troubling conditions, such as
those found in local orphanages, where one sees the neglected side
of development. In 2011 several countries experienced civil unrest
ignited by long term oppression. The events in Tunisia, Egypt,
Libya, Yemen, Bahrain and Syria remind us that human beings
have a finite tolerance for indignity, a boiling point for suffering
and injustice, if you will. From the Arab Spring we learn that when
the ability to withstand abuse expires, a revolution explodes. Erbil
- the pearl city of Kurdistan - is still far from this point, but some
regional areas have begun to witness the seeds of unrest. Erbil is
where the Kurdistan Regional Government has its headquarters. It
is also the city of my childhood, as shared earlier. I know the
roads, the streets and the people who grow inpatient under the
shadow of inequality. Daily poverty gnaws their patience and sub-
stitutes calm with resentment. The working people of Kurdistan
grow tired - and in their fatigue rises the will to fight for a better
quality of life. They struggle to survive each day, but the benefits
of progress grow far in the distance. While regular shops sell
drinks for one dollar, the modern cafes of air conditioned malls
sell them for US$10, a price beyond the means of average people
to consume on a daily basis, and reflective of a growing class divi-
sion in Kurdistan.

Locally people handle time differently. When asked for public
permits, civil servants tend to promise readily and deliver late. In
some cases they keep applicants waiting in anxious anticipation
only to inform them later that a "delicate government situation"
forced officials to reject their application. This delicacy seems
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more like a period of open bribery than anything concretely sen-
sitive. As people who support human rights and justice, how can
we consider offering a bribe to move forward in our humanitarian
work? Such bureaucratic nuances place us in a position of moral
polarities, where wrong appears as temptation to facilitate good.
Nevertheless we refuse to bow to corruption and accept the reality
that our path to help people is fraught with obstacles.

Kurdistan politics exist on a plane not meant for women and
young people. It is an exclusive arena of older men who have ac-
cumulated experience of a less orthodox sort. These patriarchs
have maintained a system that subsides on public labor in favor of
a small, privileged elite. The absence of organized activism has al-
lowed this perverse system to prevail for a long time. Although
many people recognize that there is room for significant improve-
ment in local politics, they avoid taking action because they fear
retaliation. Local officials are part of a governing body that over-
sees military and police forces, all of whom the public distrusts
when it comes to disbanding corruption at the higher level. Young
people, in particular, are protective of their lives and do not feel
motivated to risk it in defense of honorable politics. 

Women's ability to participate in politics or in activity to reform
politics is severely limited, as discussed earlier. The educated mi-
nority - those who receive support from their families to study at
university - also find themselves engulfed in a whirlwind of fa-
milial restrictions that leave little time and space for political ac-
tivism. Some manage to expose issues anonymously via social me-
dia applications, but their efforts move at the speed of rudimentary
internet connections. Faster bandwidth is costly in Kurdistan and
typically used by the wealthy, corporate offices and government
entities. Still, despite the social and logistical odds against them, a
few women have turned online activism into a round the clock job.
Safely hidden behind anonymous avatars, these women are break-
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ing old rules and raising the voice of a new generation ready for
change that defies injustice and honors equality. 

Words alone are frivolous on Kurdish soil. The power of speech
does not impress local folk, who have long yearned for action that
can create tangible results and improve their daily circumstances.
However, people wait for change to occur without their help. Thus
when young volunteers try to ameliorate conditions for the  poor,
and government workers create unnecessary barriers, they with-
hold support that could manifest as a wise investment in the ad-
vancement of their communities. 

I know not which government office exercises the most authority
over community affairs and charitable foundations; but my ex-
perience of running in circles to attain a permit for an information
booth has taught me that local management is plagued with de-
ficiencies. Government employees of all levels seem to lack a lin-
ear schedule of laws that enforces consistency and legal ma-
neuvering in the handling of public requests. As matters stand, one
is tempted to believe that personal preference may guide official
decisions that affect a multitude of factors, including permits to ed-
ucate people about poverty in Kurdistan. Such inconsistencies are
the consequences of corruption at work and deceit serves only to
feed exploitation and squelch progress. 
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Chapter 20 

When I visited private homes in Gilkend - one of the poorest areas
of Erbil province - I met an elderly couple with particularly chal-
lenging circumstances. They lived alone in a diminutive home,
where they endured the excruciating heat of summer. On the day
of my visit - as on many other days - there was no electricity and
the high temperature left perpetual beads of sweat on the gentle-
man's forehead. The air was stifling. The man and the woman had
no children, and neither of them could read or write, a detail com-
mon among village folk of their generation. The two struggled dai-
ly to provide for themselves, an effort facilitated by the kindness
of neighbors who shared goods with them on a regular basis. Gen-
tle and proud, the couple preferred not to seek favors but expressed
much gratitude for the generosity of others -  without which the
very essence of their lives would be at risk. It was their story of
survival that took me to a child nearby.     

Eleven-year-old Bayan Ali had sat motionless on the front steps
of a house nearby watching me engage the neighborhood residents
in conversation. Her hands were empty but she kept her gaze in-
tently focused on my activity. After meeting a few families and
hearing their stories, I approached Bayan with a smile. As cus-
tomarily done in the region, I referenced the weather and asked
why she was not at home. "We have no electricity and the gener-
ators are off. It's very hot inside, but it's just as hot outside!" The
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end of her sentence came with laughter and she conceded that the
air was more tolerable outdoors. We continued chatting, as I joined
her on the steps. I was happy to learn that she still attended school,
an achievement not always possible for children in Gilkend. Bay-
an's insights about her educational experience illustrated the chal-
lenges facing local families: "No one likes to go to school feeling
poor or less than others there." As she spoke, Bayan's hazel eyes
accompanied the movements of my pen, as if to help form the let-
ters on my notepad. I could see that she was a thoughtful child
keenly interested in the power of words. 

"Ruwayda, are you still in school?" the young girl asked. When I
told her that I had finished studying, she wanted to know the name
of my school. Kingston University in England had been the last
one, I said, noticing an immediate transformation on Bayan's face.
Her smile widened and she leaned toward me with lively anticipa-
tion, as she assumed the role of spontaneous interviewer. My uni-
versity days flashed before me and I saw images of classmates en-
thralled in wasteful debauchery. I remembered how disappointed I
had felt to see them explore pubs instead of London's intellectual
life. I withheld this less appealing facet of young adulthood to
avoid corrupting the enthusiasm of a child, for whom the world's
possibilities are filled with benevolence. I looked at Bayan firmly
and put all my effort in conveying that if she studied everyday and
earned good grades, she could one day apply for a scholarship to
study in Europe. I focused on the positive aspects of the ex-
perience, and told her that at university people live independently
and meet others from all corners of the globe. There she would
form meaningful friendships and gain knowledge about world cus-
toms, history and systems - all of which would forever enlighten
her life with purpose. She would walk the streets in total liberty,
deciding in which direction to go, free from the limitations of Gil-
kend. Bayan now sat wide eyed, her face filled with wonder and
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eager determination. In that moment I knew the importance of nur-
turing a child's imagination with the possibility of a bright future. I
understood that in these small acts we present a blueprint from
which children arrange the building blocks of their future. In Bay-
an's questions I saw the outline of a prosperous Kurdistan, where
people from all walks of life can access education to live pro-
ductively and safe from poverty. 

Despite her young age, Bayan was insightful and able to express
her thoughts clearly. She was also observant and recognized the
benefits of privilege missing from her life: "Rich kids have better
notebooks, bags, clothes, shoes, phones, everything. They do well
in school because their parents pay for tutors to help them with
homework." Her comments illustrated the need for more govern-
ment funding, which would allow schools to provide extra classes
for students experiencing difficulties. Such approach would im-
prove students' performance at school without adding financial
burden to their parents. It would also strengthen their self-esteem,
as they would not see modest resources as a determinant of poor
grades.

Bayan came from a family of six children. When I spoke with her
mother I learned that the family struggled financially and lived in
poor conditions. The children, all enrolled in school, frequently
needed supplies that Bayan's parents could not afford to buy. Al-
though I did not ask, the mother confided that their generous num-
ber of children was the result of her husband's desire to have a son,
which arrived only after five girls. She adored her children - and
this was undoubtedly clear - but said the cost of raising them was
high and daunting. Her voice trembled with emotion and tears
welled in her eyes as she spoke. I could see that this woman was a
good mother stretching her resources beyond possibility to educate
her children. 
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Although Kurdish culture has progressed positively in many
ways, it retains certain values that fall short of progress. Among
them is the idea that babies born male are more important than oth-
ers. This backward notion is so pervasive that it pressures families
to reproduce until the arrival of a male offspring. For many the ef-
fort brings permanent financial woes that constrict the support of
existing children. Still, awareness of this factor does not deter the
quest for boy. The practice is troubling and reveals the categorical
structure of human hierarchy in the region.
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Chapter 21

Like my parents before me, I was born in the city of Erbil, now
called Erbil. I arrived in the world on a cold November afternoon
of 1989, many years after two brothers and one sister. I am told
family and friends were delighted with the arrival of a new baby.
As the story goes, mother went into labor while my oldest brother
Rabar and father traveled through Koye, a Kurdish town near the
province of Erbil. When they heard the news they rushed to Erbil
to find a plump baby of voluminous cheeks slumbering peacefully
in a radiant incubator. My early years thereafter would see me
somewhat incubated because of political turmoil in the region.

At that time my father’s work required him to be stationed in Sle-
mani, while mother remained with the children in Erbil in a mod-
est home of two bedrooms. I can imagine that those were tough
days for mother, in particular, who was responsible for the daily
care of four children. But father visited regularly and when he did
the entire family was joyous. In 1990 the Gulf War erupted and we
moved to Sheqlawe, a town in the northeast of Erbil. The ensuing
period brought great tragedy, as Rabar fell ill and became an un-
witting casualty of war when he could not reach a medical care fa-
cility. 

It was a heart-wrenching time for mother and father. It caused
mother to withdraw in unbearable grief. Her body stiffened with
the weight of despair and left her incapable of consuming nour-
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ishment for weeks. Life had surrendered her child to death, leaving
the air too barren for mother to breathe without struggle. The abyss
of sorrow did not spare father from desperation. It engulfed him
with equal might and paralyzed his will to speak or move. Neither
of my parents had been able to hold Rabar in death or attend his
funeral. All around people had a difficult time believing that he
had left our world. I was merely a toddler and all I remember of
Rabar's passing are these sad details I learned from relatives. The
photographs and stories of his life I treasure in my heart with pride
and everlasting love.

Twenty-one years have passed since Rabar left us, but his friends
retain his memory alive and speak fondly of him. Their stories re-
veal that Rabar was inclined toward justice, as evidenced in his
stance toward girls, whom he defended against brutality when few
men in Kurdistan challenged the inherent barbarity of physical vi-
olence. Recently I heard that once, when a cousin of ours struck a
girl and left her visibly bruised, Rabar located her and asked her to
describe the attack in detail - in front of our cousin. On hearing his
victim relate the ordeal to Rabar, our cousin felt shame and under-
stood that it is the absence of manhood that compels a man to
strike a woman, not the other way round. Rabar was also thought-
ful and generous, even in times of strife. During the Gulf War,
when access to goods became unstable and illness had already
seized him, Rabar still managed to visit home with a bag of apples,
which he knew were his baby sister's favorite fruit. Mother would
take one in her hand and use a spoon to scrape the inner, juicy
parts for me. My early childhood is filled with such stories, rich in
simplicity and utter joy, but it is also marked by contrasting mo-
ments of cheer desperation, when I felt the imminent threat of vi-
olent death. Sadly my generation was not the last to grow amid vi-
olence in Kurdistan. Intolerance and inhumanity from neighboring
states continue to torment the Kurdish people. In most parts of
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greater Kurdistan, the conflict refuses to wane and the suffering
never stops. Southern Kurdistan is the one exception, where Kurd-
ish people now have a genuine chance to live free from ethnic
cleansing. Despite these small steps, the geographical spread of
greater Kurdistan - which encompasses parts of Iran, Iraq, Syria
and Turkey - has made it difficult for Kurds to establish unity. The
absence of a unified presence makes the Kurdish position more
vulnerable in the region. Antagonists continually use this dis-
advantage to impose political and territorial sanctions on Kurds,
violate their human rights, and demand their assimilation into oth-
er cultures. 

For decades the Iraqi Baath party controlled Southern Kurdistan.
During that period the people endured civil war, extreme poverty
and ongoing humiliation in the hands of men who measured hu-
manity in degrees of ethnicity. Although local Kurds were freed
from the regime in 2003 when the US invaded Iraq, they never ful-
ly recovered from the effects of prolonged abuse. The scars left by
inhumane treatment are far deeper than the marks of torture; they
run deep in the human psyche, where they intertwine maliciously
with every thought, memory or idea. This post traumatic phe-
nomenon forms a permanent state of passivity gilded by fright
that, like the horrific effects of nuclear disasters, remains in the so-
cial consciousness of a region for several generations. We can see
the manifestation of this unfortunate chain of events in Southern
Kurdistan, where people are reluctant to oppose social injustice be-
cause they fear punishment. The situation is compounded by the
fact that Kurds have long endured deadly conflict among their own
religious and political groups.

My childhood is filled with memories of war and political activ-
ities. From a small radio I often heard patriotic songs and the
names of prominent politicians. The radio had been a gift from my
father, who also gave one to each girl in our street. Most of us
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were around seven years old at the time. We would sit together
and marvel at the sound coming from the small black boxes. It was
around this time that politics began to shape our beliefs in various
directions. Some of us watched our parents grow convinced that
Kurdish people should enjoy life free from strict government con-
trol. Undoubtedly this progressive environment contained its own
flavor of (good) indoctrination. Thus my little friends and I grew
to believe in the causes our parents supported in much the same
way a young boy in England might develop an affinity toward the
football team his father favors. 

From 1994 to 1997 Kurdistan was the stage of a deadly conflict
between two political parties: The Kurdistan Democratic Party and
the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan. This civil war claimed thousands
of lives and wrecked havoc on all aspects of local development.
From this period one particularly harrowing night still haunts me. I
experience it as a recurring nightmare that blurs the line between
sleep and wakefulness, somehow establishing a permanent reality
suspended in time. It happened on a cold winter night when our
family traveled by car through Rewanduz, a town in the northeast
of Iraqi Kurdistan. My brother Rebaz sat in the front passenger
seat while father drove. Mother was in the back surrounded by my
sister Ronahe and me. A small bag packed hastily with family heir-
looms, emergency money and passports rested on her lap. She kept
her hands closed tightly around Ronahe's and mine, which grew
moist, as my heart galloped at breaking speed. Suddenly several
vehicles surrounded our car and men wielding machine guns or-
dered father to stop. In the rearview mirror his eyes turned to ice,
his skin hardened like stone and he accelerated. Mother tightened
her grip on our hands. Inside we remained silent as cars and one
Jeep blocked our movement from all angles. "Please let my wife
and children go! Take me!" father's voice pierced the dense air like
a bullet. On cue mother reached for the door next to Ronahe and
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open it wide, quickly ushering us onto the hardened snow. Cold
wind pressed my cheeks. A dog barked in the distance. I imagined
his teeth sharp and his mouth large with thick drops of saliva cas-
cading to the ground. "Run! Run to the houses!" urged mother, her
voice breaking with an odd mix of despair and certainty. Ronahe
took my hand into hers and ran fast, my small arm becoming an
extension of hers. Mother's voice faded in the background.

We ran until we reached the houses lining the street beyond the
road. We threw our open palms on an endless succession of doors.
A sinister moonlight hovered above our chilling cries. Tears began
to form an icy stream on my face. "Please open the door! Please
help us!" Ronahe and I pleaded as we banged with urgent might.
Finally a door opened slightly to reveal the face of a woman. "Go
away, leave, go!" she said. Her eyes widened and squinted under a
knitted brow marked by imposing lines bathed in the night sky.
Her disinterest forced our panic into momentary paralysis. We felt
numbed by the terrifying possibility that our family laid dead on
the road. The low temperature prickled our fingers with invisible
needles. Our hands swelled from their encounter with doors. I was
not yet eight years of age on the night fate introduced me to terror
and inhumanity; but I was old enough to learn that kindness fol-
lows choice.

As we walked back to the road, we remembered that Rebaz had
discarded father's pistol when the militias surrounded our car. Dur-
ing the civil war many people carried guns for their protection, but
opponent forces cited them as evidence of planned attack. Thus
any possibility of father's survival depended on the successful con-
cealment of his weapon. The thought gave us hope to find him
alive. We continue walking until we spotted mother standing mo-
tionless on the road, her face buried in her hands. Father and Re-
baz had been taken along with the car and our few possessions.
Fear enveloped me as wails punctuated mother's breathless sobs.
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My tongue became metal and a giant clamp sealed my lungs. Un-
seen chains weighing tonnes encircled my feet until Ronahe
squeezed my arm to animate my body. We ran to mother and fell
into her arms in a chorus of anguish, as people watched from their
homes. The memory of this night stops here, but I am told that
someone who knew my mother arranged for our return to Slemani.
We would later reunite with father and Rebaz, who had been re-
leased unscathed. The Kurdish civil war ended soon after. 

My childhood memories are colored with images of loss and
death, but amidst them I find joyous moments spent with family
and friends. Despite their traumatic marks, the varied experiences
of my past have taught me valuable lessons and enriched my life
with perspective. I realize that the Kurdish civil war still in-
fluences my perception of the world and the decisions I make, so I
wonder about its adverse effects on a generation of children. I im-
agine that they are profound and residual, and have a substantial
impact on identity and behavior. The lack of literature on the sub-
ject should inspire the regional government to investigate the ef-
fects of war on children. Psychologists have long documented the
psychological injuries observed in survivors of war, so we must
recognize them in children, whose vulnerability and dependence
places them at particular risk in conflict zones. When we ac-
knowledge the trauma of young survivors, we can begin to under-
stand how their experience of war motivates them in adulthood,
and how this cause and effect contributes to shaping societies.

My parents made a wise choice when they relocated our family
to England in 2000. London provided a multicultural context with
ample opportunity for the boundless exploration of identity.
Through my experience as a young newcomer, I came to as-
similate in a culture that felt safe. This assimilation process -
which I chose - has comforted me with a dual identity that allows
me to see the world through a lens unencumbered by the re-
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strictions of exclusive patriotism. As a British Kurdish person I
can appreciate the best traditions of two very different cultures and
integrate their positive aspects in my life. My inclination toward
Britain began when the kingdom welcomed our family and pro-
vided shelter and education to support our integration. Soon after
leaving Kurdistan, mother, father, Rebaz, Ronahe and I were en-
rolled in classes learning to speak English fluently. As our vo-
cabulary grew, the ground beneath our feet felt more solid, and we
slowly built confidence in our new home. Throughout the transi-
tion period mother and father continued to share knowledge about
Kurdish culture. Their efforts manifested in perfect measure be-
cause today my sense of self embodies the amalgamation of Brit-
ish and Kurdish cultures. 

Nevertheless the initial years in the UK were not free from cul-
ture shock. We had left an environment sustained by patriarchal
structure, where the will of men dictated the fate of women. Now
we found ourselves in a society that honored the legal premise of
gender equality. In England people seemed to enjoy a sense of in-
dividuality removed from the obligatory focus of family and com-
munity alliances. It was markedly different from Kurdistan, where
the latter practices molded society. Father's liberal outlook helped
him adapt readily to this change, but mother - who  leans toward
moderation - struggled in the early days of adaptation. Ronahe and
I, benefiting from the malleability of youth, plunged headfirst into
our new world. Our initial inability to communicate in English did
not deter our curiosity, but it did contribute to my quiet - and per-
ceptually odd - demeanor at school. Many times I used Kurdish to
address classmates, a behavior that accentuated our differences. I
recall in particular an incident in the sixth grade when mother had
given me a bag of sweets. This was no ordinary gift, so I kept the
sweets in my schoolbag and began to eat them at the playground
during recess. On seeing this, one girl approached me and said
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something, pointing to the sweets. I perceived this as her attempt
to say that students were not allowed to eat on the playground, so I
ran to a corner in panicked silence and consumed the entire bag
with ferocious speed. In retrospect I realize that my classmate may
have been asking for one of my prized treats, but I do not know for
sure whether she meant to warn or savor - and I remain curious. 

Apart from occasional misinterpretations, my primary school ex-
perience in exile was unremarkable. Teachers were kind and help-
ful, and promoted drawing and painting activities, which I enjoyed
thoroughly, given my appreciation for the arts. Other classes re-
ceived less of my participation, but this was a consequence of the
barrier standing between English and Kurdish. Still, I can re-
member teachers cautioning students to not sniff glue - I complied
eagerly.

By the time I reached seventh grade I could communicate con-
fidently in English. Many still perceived me as a newcomer - and I
felt this myself - but I got by without major philosophical crises or
premature assessments of identity. This would change in eighth
grade - the year I began to question the relevance of religion. As a
student at a Catholic school for girls, I soon felt that obligatory
church attendance was not quite right for me. Although I ap-
preciated their melody and devotion, I felt disconnected from the
biblical hymns the school required all students to memorize. Af-
fected by these feelings, I challenged a teacher and tried to make
the case for why the school should not impose religious service
and gospel verses on people from Islamic traditions. The teacher
responded promptly with detention and orders to copy the Hail
Mary prayer a dozen times. I concealed the exchange from my par-
ents, but in hindsight I wish I had told them, as their insight would
have satisfied my need for objective debate. Amusingly, I see now
that the episode at school was my first legal battle. I lost the case,
but triumphed in challenging a fundamentally unjust practice. 
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My daring feat, however, did not alter the school policy - given
that it was a Catholic institution and thus service was integral to its
curriculum - so I continued to attend church regularly with my
classmates. Most of the girls found the solemn occasion rather
amusing - as young people often do - and were plagued by per-
sistent giggles throughout the priestly worship. Religious sig-
nificance of the event usually fell at the mercy of youthful aban-
don, no matter how devout the student. The behavior was
disrespectful, particularly when we convulsed drinking Ribena as a
wine substitute for the blood of Christ. Alas, early adolescence is
characterized by uncontrollable goofiness that targets situations re-
quiring seriousness. Thus we sat in rows chattering, giggling and
passing notes before the holy pulpit. The teachers observed this
from the aisles under pronounced frowns, often approaching the
offending rows with reprimands and the promise of more home-
work and detention. Unfortunately their efforts to enforce dis-
cipline were futile, and eventually they relented and reduced our
church days to special occasions, such as Easter and Christmas.
The church remained open year-round, and a pipe organ continued
to fill its atrium with ethereal sounds interspersed by the dreadful
chants of student choirs.

The middle school years were a lesson in culture, during which I
learned about the diverse people of Britain and their customs.
Throughout this time my parents' main concern was the quality of
my grades, which I maintained high to their great satisfaction,
even if my interest was not always genuine. For instance, while
completing science assignments I regularly copied information
from the required book to answer questions. The teachers sup-
ported this method, but I found it disingenuous since it did not en-
courage original synthesis. On the other hand, English literature
demanded more cognitive autonomy and stimulated my imagina-
tion to run free. I remember when the class read Of Mice and Men,
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John Steinbeck's novel about the tribulations of two migrant work-
ers in California during the 1930s. I was moved equally by prose
and plot, and I believe the book had a profound impact on how I
came to appreciate eloquence in language. 

The adjustment years in England were marked by our parents' ef-
forts to instil Kurdish identity in their children. This included the
daily integration of Kurdish etiquette and cuisine in our lifestyle.
We watched middle eastern television, celebrated Kurdish hol-
idays and enjoyed a solid network of Kurdish friends throughout
London. London is a vibrant city where anyone belongs because
its people come from various ethnic and social groups. The pres-
ence of so many cultures, some infused together, enriches British
society and allows people to embrace a local identity that does not
displace primary heritage. 

Full adolescence arrived in this scenario of endless opportunity -
and so I explored without trepidation. Each phase - Goth, punk,
chic - shook my poor parents with equal perplexity and dread.
Throughout each I knew that my exploration was only temporary
as I searched for an image that harmonized with my inner identity.
I noticed then that many of my friends had been raised to ap-
preciate particular genres of music, but I felt like an open vessel to
rhythm - I wanted to listen to anything and everything, with total
disregard for constrictions of cool. It was this attitude (and my par-
ents' progressive patience) that allowed me to turn full circle and
meet Kurdish culture on my own terms. I began to explore Islam
with the same objectivity I had questioned Christianity. Apart from
basic teachings received from my parents, I had little knowledge
of Islam. I turned to libraries and embarked on a scholarly explora-
tion that still guides me today.

I began with Islam, the book by Karen Armstrong, which takes
readers on a journey from the sixth century forward, detailing sig-
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nificant events in the history of Islam. When I finished reading it I
wanted to learn more about the beliefs that guide human societies,
so I continued to seek material about Islam and other predominant
religions, as well as atheism - their antithetical philosophy. Iron-
ically, the first phase of my research journey came to an end when
I entered college, which consumed most of my time with rudi-
mentary assignments. Sometimes students generated debate, but I
found the intellectual component lacking. Mostly my classmates
seemed occupied with drinking, clubbing and dating - all activities
that did not spark my interest. There was one exception, however -
a fellow student, equally bored by such affairs, who challenged me
in fervent discussions. Ifrah and I would develop a close friend-
ship. We were naive then, but sensible enough to read books on
political theory so we could unnerve our Government and Politics
instructor, whom we perceived to harbor an imperialistic view of
the Middle East. We struggled to understand his arguments and
find academically cohesive responses to challenge the way he ex-
posed political dialectic. Our quest to learn - if only to counteract
his stance - stands as proof that the man was an excellent teacher.
This was further evidenced by the fact that Ifrah and I spent con-
siderable time discussing politics outside the classroom.

Our awareness of mounting global turmoil in the new mil-
lennium pressed our urge to learn. We felt a certain responsibility
for the world, as wars raged in Africa and the Middle East, creat-
ing humanitarian crises in civilian populations. We understood that
in some cases foreign governments wage war as the ultimate at-
tempt to restore regional civility and implement a viable political
structure that does not oppress people. Our realization of this
pained us on a human level, but it was clear that in some instances
only warfare can restore peace. Ifrah and I gathered often in Lon-
don shops to discuss such world affairs before we attended class.
We enjoyed participating in debates, and felt a rising need to re-
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main intellectually engaged in matters of political consequence.
When we watched the Lost Boys of Sudan, a documentary film
about the extraordinary struggle of orphaned children in war-torn
Africa, we learned that conflict comes in many layers, some of
them intolerably disgraceful. The film had been recommended to
us by the same instructor whose views we challenged habitually.
Mr Martin had suggested the film after noting that Ifrah and I en-
tertained a narrow view of the Middle East and needed to cultivate
a broader understanding of reality. He was right, of course, and I
cherish his honesty and patience, without which our learning
would have been compromised.  

I enrolled at Kingston Law School in the fall of 2009, soon after
completing college. My time as a university student would take me
through a long, demanding journey that turned my views in every
possible and unexpected direction. Before then I had treasured a
linear attachment to the spiritual guidance of Islam, which had pro-
vided solace, peace and love throughout my life. Now I en-
countered feminism - an ideology that upholds gender equality in
all sectors of society. I read first the works of Steinem and Beau-
voir, widely considered essential feminist literature, and learned to
identify ideas that harbored repressive ideologies about women.
The knowledge motivated me to challenge oppressive notions that
hinder women's advancement in the world. My commitment
brought me the reputation of troublemaker among religious groups
on campus. They disliked my effort to inspire an examination of
beliefs that belittle women or minimize their potential to achieve
goals. The position was not pleasant, but I could not allow emo-
tions to distract me from the moral obligation of discrediting big-
otry. As a developing feminist in a sometimes hostile environment,
I discovered an enlightening link between feminism and the funda-
mental teachings of Islam: The belief that all people are created
equal. This realization accentuated my spiritual connection to Is-
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lam and showed me that as a Muslim I could draw on the strengths
of feminism to promote justice. Through my frequent discussions
with people - many of them opposing my arguments - I learned to
debate viewpoints from multiple angles. I became vice president of
the debating society on campus during my first year at university
and served as president the year after. Throughout this time I re-
searched the goals of various political and humanitarian organiza-
tions, so by the third year of my studies I felt ready to participate
in real world activism. I joined a network of international activists
and journalists, from whom I received guidance and information
concerning historical events. It was through them that I came to
broaden my understanding of the Middle East within a geopolitical
context. 

I left Southern Kurdistan as a child, but returned regularly there-
after to spend summers with relatives and friends. In 2012, in-
tending to conduct research, I based my stay in our family home in
Erbil. This allowed me to organize several visits to impoverished
villages, where I could interview people. Their stories present a
fuller picture of the Kurdistan of today, one in which educational
opportunity and economic privilege draw a class line between
prosperity and poverty. Nevertheless if we compare Southern Kur-
distan with Iraq's Arab enclaves, we see that Iraqis are burdened
by more severe conditions: Limited electricity averaging six hours
per day; frequent suicide bombings; extreme gender restrictions;
and rampant corruption in government. Despite foreign inter-
vention since the 1960s, Iraq continues to lack a system of ac-
countability capable of supporting justice. People do not know po-
litical stability, and spend most of their time trying to survive in a
defective system that cannot protect their human rights. But even
comparatively, Kurdistan is not the judicial haven or rising utopia
portrayed in some media narratives. The truth is the region has ar-
eas where people live in abject poverty that forces children to re-
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place school with exploitative labor, and where prisons are bat-
tered women's only refuge. I understand that some writers choose
to project a positive image of Kurdistan, but this should not inter-
fere with the ability to present an unbiased picture. Rosy pictures
are great for children's books, but such do not help educate an
adult public about the inadequacies of a developing region. Hon-
esty supports progress and justice, and real patriotism does not re-
quire a biased view of the world. The other end of misrepre-
sentation paints Kurdistan as hell on Earth, where man runs amok
compelled by savagery, impossibly removed from the force of civ-
ilization. Surely reality in Kurdistan must fall somewhere between
extreme constructs of the demonic and divine. Progress in the re-
gion is advancing, but it is leaving many people behind and sow-
ing the seeds of a class war. So how do we begin to address the
problem of rising economic disparity in Kurdistan? With courage,
humanity and objectivity we research the nature of the region's so-
cial problems and political frameworks. We make assessments and
work with local leaders to implement structures that help poor and
disadvantaged populations. We remember that social problems are
similar to bacterial infections - they spread and kill in the absence
of treatment.
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Chapter 22

The mountains of Erbil province are now surrounded by new
roads, houses and construction sites. The changed scenery is re-
markable. In the early 1990s the area had few roads, and most
were unpaved, narrow, bumpy and prone to induce nausea. I recall
many nauseating rides from Slemani to Erbil, when mother would
try to comfort my siblings and me, as father drove attentively
through the rough terrain. On such rides I usually rested my head
on mother's lap under her gentle hand, or cried and whined in-
cessantly to protest the hot, humid weather. 

From a distance the first Erbil village looks unchanged. The
roads leading to Kani Shwardi are mud pathways covered with
dirt, and the ride is a steep sequence of bumps. When I arrive at
the first house the owners greet me in Kurdish manner - hospitable
and pleased - and invite me inside their home. They give me a cold
drink, and it brings relief in the intense summer heat that turns my
cheeks crimson. I share my plan to interview people and learn
about life in the village. As the conversation progresses, the Ham-
dia Khan household fills with neighbors and relatives wanting to
see the visitor who has come from afar. 

Morning shone bright still when I left Hamdia's home, so I
walked through the village and chatted with local people as they
went about daily routines. Many were preoccupied with not being
able to access medical care or schools, and most complained about
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the scarcity of farming water, as echoed earlier by Hamdia: "We
can’t farm in our village. We have to drive to other places to buy
fruit and vegetables. What’s the point of a village if people can’t
farm? How are we supposed to earn a living?" Hamdia had asked
rhetorically with hands apart framing an expression of disbelief.
The water shortage had created an unemployment crisis among the
village men, who typically work the land. Now, Hamdia lamented,
the men had no choice but to seek work in central cities. Their
forced migration was creating a de facto separation among fam-
ilies, and decimating the cultural and organizational structures of
village life.

The village people possessed neither drilling machines to dig
wells nor hydraulic equipment to extract water from the ground.
Financially it was impossible for them, or the local governing
body, to acquire the machinery. Kani Shwardi had thus become
progressively arid and forced unusual hardship upon its in-
habitants. The problem was serious. I thought about places where
luscious trees stand and fruit grows abundantly, and imagined how
water would restore life in the village. I envisioned children play-
ing under massive trees whose leaves embrace the sands of winds
city bound. 

My next stop was the nearby village of Baxche. I struggled on
foot to reach the first house in sight. I reached the front door
drenched in sweat with my feet caked in dust and dirt. I knocked,
relieved with the promise of rest, but received no response. My
journey to the area had been long - a drive of several hours fol-
lowed by walking between the villages. I was fatigued, and dis-
appointed to find no one in this home. I stood before the door mo-
mentarily and waited for someone to come. When reason set in, I
walked across the street to a farmhouse surrounded by an en-
closure housing chickens and goats. The animals stood on barren
soil and appeared skeletal under the scorching summer sun. "Wel-
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come!" shouted a voice from behind. The woman, advanced in
age, wore traditional Kurdish clothing. Her hair was parted in the
middle, each side plaited neatly. She invited me inside her home,
where two women joined us with apologies for not having an-
swered their door earlier. "We were napping", said one of them
laughing. "We finished our chores, so we decided to nap for a bit",
added the other, dispelling any impression of slothfulness. One of
the women gave me a glassful of yoghurt juice, which I drank hap-
pily despite tasting slight acidity.

The women of Baxche were honest and comfortable discussing
the challenges of local life. I mentioned domestic abuse and honor
killings, and asked about the resources available to women fleeing
violence. They returned laughter in response. Then one eyed me
somberly and declared: "Women here take what they get from
their husbands." I understood that the village culture attributed ab-
solute power to men in marriage contracts. Thus the villagers ex-
pected women to accept this premise from the moment they mar-
ried, and whether bliss or brutality followed the deed was
irrelevant. This was the norm in Baxche, and women who fell out-
side the mold experienced the wrath of correction.

I visited other villages in Erbil province and throughout them I
identified three main concerns among people: Insufficient water to
sustain farms; lack of access to medical care; and the un-
availability of quality education for minors. While noting this on
the drive to a sixth village, I noticed hives on my left arm - the un-
mistakable sign that I had consumed an excessive amount of yo-
ghurt juice. Cultural etiquette (and thirst) had required that I accept
all yoghurt drinks offered by the village residents. A rejection of
their generous hospitality would have offended my hosts and pro-
jected an attitude of superiority from my part. Thus I had drunk
several creamy juices, thanked the hosts profusely and praised the
unique flavor of each drink, despite feeling increasingly nauseous.
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Finally my body launched a protest. I became ill, hours away from
a medical facility, and experienced a fraction of the fear that the
villagers must feel in worse circumstances. The defining differ-
ence was that, unlike them, I had the option to return to Erbil city
for medical attention. In the end a cold shower was enough to pac-
ify the rash, and I had gained firsthand insight about village life. 

Southern Kurdistan is breathtaking, but the beauty of the physical
landscape is not what drew me in this direction. I traveled through
the region to determine how people in comfortable positions can
help improve living conditions for those less fortunate. I have a
parallel interest in how traditional practices encase gender in social
hierarchies and sustain a culture of patriarchy. Thus I have tried to
understand how men and women think locally. What rules do they
consider infallible? How do their values affect communal struc-
tures? Do local customs exist in a patriarchal framework that
shapes personality? Understanding these complex relations re-
quired consistent observation that necessarily cascaded outside of
fieldwork. Thus at social events I played the dual role of par-
ticipant-observer, shifting discussions to the topic of women's
emancipation, to engage people and observe their reactions. I saw
that some men and women became agitated with the mention of
feminism, and referred to the movement as "peculiar" or "ir-
ritating". By listening to the company I kept with the same care
that I dedicated to the subjects of my interviews, I came to learn
about the various dimensions of the Kurdish mindset.

Although frequently discussed in Kurdish circles, feminism car-
ries a negative connotation in Kurdistan. People seem to regard
feminists unfavorably because they feel uncomfortable with the
idea of women's unlimited participation in society. So why is this
happening? Many cultures present women as inferior to men - a
representation that sets the course for restrictions that curtail wom-
en's freedom, development and participatory leadership. In this de-
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ficient social context, women who challenge the status quo are in-
evitably perceived as a nuisance or anomalous. A careful examina-
tion of patriarchal traditions in Kurdistan shows that the region
must revise its understanding of women to acknowledge their full
potential. Such a turn would introduce a new thread in the cultural
milieu, and allow people to consider the social significance of fem-
inism. It is from this angle that people would come to understand
that feminism and Kurdish culture do not have to stand in opposi-
tion, but can form connected threads to move Kurdistan forward.
And there is another construct in need of revision in the region and
other parts of the world: The superman myth. The image of men as
omnipotent and heroic protectors exists in contrast to women as
weak and dependent. Thus the very ideology of feminism (which
upholds equality among the sexes) stands against the superman
myth. How can people raised to believe in the unfailing strength of
men vis-à-vis the unending weakness of women turn to support
feminism? To do so they must dismantle the false model of man-
hood that pressures men and degrades women - and such an enor-
mous task requires lawful inspiration from governing institutions. 

Patriarchal systems patronize and oppress women directly, but
they thrive on the active participation of both genders. So how do
women take part in this process? When they slander women who
have successful careers, such as the reporter mentioned earlier,
they discourage women from seeking opportunities that lead to fi-
nancial independence. Their defamatory activity therefore
strengthens an environment that distances women from the posts
generally occupied by men. Women as such hold the dual role of
perpetrators and victims in a culture of female subordination. Na-
ivety also perpetuates patriarchy. For example, when privileged
women claim to have achieved their goals because equal op-
portunity exists in Kurdistan, they promote fiction that stifles so-
cial change. The reality is that most successful women in the re-
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gion have wealthy families who can transcend the roadblocks of
patriarchy and pave their way toward success. This advantage does
not discredit the women's hard work, but shows that their success
is ensured by comfortable living conditions, prime access to educa-
tion and influential connections. These privileges are the exclusive
fortune of an elite minority. Thus when women of means misrepre-
sent Kurdistan as a haven of equality, they popularize a myth that
ignores the oppressive conditions keeping most women behind
men. Although harm is not their intent, their actions are in effect
an insidious reinforcement of patriarchy.
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Chapter 23

When children experience continuous deprivation they develop a
handicapped perception of the world that compromises their under-
standing of possibility. Although hardship may motivate excep-
tional children to excel against the odds and escape poverty, for
most it works as a pressure vacuum that leads to a life of servitude.
The problem of neglected children is one typified in the orphan-
ages of Kurdistan. There they live in miserable conditions, ignored
by adult caretakers, and internalize the implicit message that they
are worthless. This sense of wretchedness is particularly damaging
because it cripples imagination and prevents children from envi-
sioning a better future. Yet, quite remarkably, many of the orphan-
age children I met have retained passionate curiosity for the world
outside. There is great hope in this, as it signals that proper inter-
vention can help them recover from years of terrible penury to be-
come healthy, happy and productive members of Kurdish society. 

With the help of generous sponsors, who provided transportation,
local volunteers and I tried to organize activities that offered stim-
uli to these children. One of the trips included a visit to Family
Fun, a Erbil amusement park popular among families. Initially we
had planned the trip for the older children in the orphanage, as
they are more physically independent and require less assistance to
move about. However, as we prepared to leave, it became clear
that the younger residents needed to feel included, so we took eve-
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ryone. As the buses departed, the children began to sing and clap,
visibly delighted with the day ahead. We joined them singing the
Kurdish anthem, and it was truly a happy ride for children and vol-
unteers - until we arrived at Family Fun. There we learned that the
park staff had not prepared the tickets for our group, so we had to
wait in line for a prolonged time. Aya - a child who customarily
asked me to adopt her - grew thirsty and inpatient. She expressed
her frustration with repeated requests for a milkshake, and in-
quiries about the park rides. In between she offered defeated com-
plaints of fatigue. Aya was vocal about her discontent, but she was
not the only one feeling uneasy with the long wait. The older chil-
dren had grown visibly uncomfortable waiting alongside the
younger ones, so we separated them accordingly to give the teen-
agers more space to interact. This provided some relief and al-
lowed us to supervise the younger children more closely.

Finally the doors opened to our group and we entered the park
without hesitation. I was caught unprepared when two young chil-
dren kissed my hands to express their gratitude for the adventure.
The moment brought me to tears - I felt undeserving, weak, in-
significant and distressed. Children should not feel obliged to ex-
press such gratefulness for an opportunity to enjoy their basic right
to play and have fun. Their gentle act illustrated how lowly they
felt - proof that society had failed them. I felt sick realizing that we
- the adults of Kurdish society - were responsible for this failure. I
kissed their small hands in return and communicated gently that
they were not required to kiss anyone's hands.
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Chapter 24

Kurdistan has many social problems, and poverty is one of the
most pressing. Yet people who comprise the region's elite minority
often believe that the poor feign poverty to beg and avoid work.
The existence of this self-serving argument - based more on heart-
lessness than logic - is troubling. It favors a stereotype that blames
poor people for their poverty and exonerates the rich for the dis-
parity. In reality most people who beg on street corners are neither
lazy nor deceitful, as implied by those who choose to ignore a
growing public crisis. While the rich nurture disdain for the poor
and ignore the hardships of the average Kurd, the regional govern-
ment pays the difference in the form of food vouchers allotted to
needy families. (Unfortunately this provision is indiscriminate and
also benefits individuals for whom the aid is not essential.) These
allowances may prevent people from dying of starvation - and as
such are a humane solution to a desperate situation - but they do
not eliminate poverty. Thus the government's remedial approach is
unsound for the long term, when it does not coexist with programs
that combat poverty at the root. Ultimately the misguided ap-
propriation of benefits depletes the national budget and weakens
its capability to sustain progress in the region. 

The lack of foresight in the distribution of benefits is a pervasive
problem in Kurdistan. For instance, civil servants enjoy perks on a
much larger scale than workers in the private sector. Thus a con-
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struction worker laboring 12-hour days may pay three times more
in medical costs than a government employee who works eight
hours per day in a city office. Irony stands when government ben-
efits - designed to enrich quality of life and free monetary ca-
pability - do not reach the people who most need them. There is
ethical offense and poor mathematical sense in a system that be-
stows privilege upon stable workers, but denies it to others. The
flawed state of affairs helps to explain why people who work long
hours for low wages may need to rely on food vouchers and, in ex-
treme cases, recruit their children for begging jobs.

Some private groups are now making strides to promote phi-
lanthropy. One such group is Zagros TV, which airs Charity and
Joy, a show that allows guests to make a public plea for financial
assistance. The pleas range from asking for help to finance med-
ical treatment to gathering funds to repair decrepit homes. The pro-
gram has helped numerous families cope with emergency situa-
tions, but unfortunately it does not solve their problems since
urgent charity does not stop the cycle of poverty.

During my time in Kurdistan I sought the street beggars people
complained about. I found them at work in certain areas of Erbil
province. For many reasons - including their general caution - it
was difficult to establish communication with these un-
conventional workers. I remember one girl in particular, of no
more than 13 years of age, who sat before a few soap bars neatly
displayed on the ground. She remained quiet and still, as her eyes
dashed in every direction, eagerly hoping for a customer. This girl
is the typical Erbil beggar - one who sells small objects, often for
personal use, in return for petty cash. However, most passing peo-
ple tend to give charitable cash to these beggars and do not collect
the items on sale.

People who have never begged seldom perceive begging as
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work, and consequently regard beggars with scorn and distrust. I
remember one incident that illustrates how this detached attitude
can manifest cruelly. It happened when I was visiting my grand-
mother in Kurdistan on the eve of Ramadan (a period that requires
Muslims to fast from sunrise to sundown during the ninth month
of the Islamic calendar year). We had been sitting in the family
room when an urgent knock on the front door interrupted the eve-
ning. When my cousin Didar opened the door she found a slender
woman holding a small child. Islamic teachings advise Muslims to
heed pleas for help, particularly when such arrive at one's home, so
we were honored to respect the tradition. Helat was the woman's
name and Fatima was her four-year-old daughter. The child was
disheveled, her cheeks bore the faint marks of burns. Her clothes
were soiled and the sandals on her tiny feet missed several straps,
exposing her flesh to the night air. How many eyes before mine
had seen Fatima on these night journeys? How did she - at such an
innocent age - view the world from the crippling lens of poverty?
Questions continued to flood my mind in a courting dance with
sadness. While grandmother gathered gifts for Fatima and her
mother, a police officer appeared in the neighborhood. His shouts
were loud and derisive. "Leave this area before I throw you in jail,
whores!" he shouted toward several women and children standing
before other houses on the street. The youngsters looked visibly
distraught at the ensuing commotion, and some began to cry, as
the women hurried them away.

Local activists have collected evidence showing that in some cas-
es husbands force their wives and children to solicit charity at pri-
vate homes. The activity has added to the public's contempt for
beggars, and lowered their chances of receiving help. This outcome
pushes poor children further into an isolating poverty fraught with
parental neglect and increased emotional trauma - which comes
when they witness their mothers beg in hostile environments. 
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Chapter 25

People who learned to drive outside of Kurdistan might want to
consider thinking twice before they drive in Erbil. The area's mo-
torists have a unique driving style characterized by unpredictable
maneuvers fit to frighten Formula One drivers. With this in mind, I
sought a local teacher who could train me to join the legion of road
mavericks. He said this would require 15 lessons, each lasting 40
minutes, at the "good price" of US$130. The initial lessons would
leave me with plenty to remember that Kurdistan is not Britain and
my dual heritage predisposes me to cultural comedy. On the day of
the first lesson I awoke early, ironed my clothes and polished my
shoes in preparation for the excitement ahead. The instructor and I
had agreed on 10 a.m. as the meeting time, but the hour passed
with no sign of him. When I reached him via mobile, he said he
was on his way to meet me, and sure enough his car appeared near
the house. I ran outside and entered the vehicle with excitement.
He took the wheel first, driving on a nearby road of two lanes.
Then it was my turn to take the driver's seat. I made a move to ad-
just the mirrors, so that I could ensure a clear view of the rear, but
the instructor said "Don't bother, they are fine." They were not
however, because I am short and could not see the reflections with-
out raising my body from the seat - which should not be done
while driving. I buckled my seat belt and waited for the instructor
to inquire about my eyesight, but he did not. "That pedal moves
the car", he declared, pointing to the accelerator near my foot. The
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man spent the next moments proudly enunciating the names of car
parts. When I pressed the accelerator he urged caution even though
we had barely moved. I surrendered to explosive laughter, which
my instructor met with visible discontent. His annoyed expression
made the situation more comical and I struggled to follow his com-
mands while enduring a serious case of the giggles. 

During my driving apprenticeship in Kurdistan, my master punc-
tuated the lessons with "He's driving illegally!" and "That's an il-
legal turn!" exclamations. This humored me at first, but by the
third lesson I had joined him in a chorus of outraged vocalizations.
I lost count of how many times cars turned abruptly before us, and
pedestrians walked onto roads - with an entitled air - as if courting
disaster. When he tired of this circus my instructor moved the les-
sons to a deserted road riddled with rocks - all conspiring to jump
in my direction as I maneuvered the car. "You need to pay atten-
tion!" he cautioned each time the front tires bumped a large rock.
After feeling the reverberations of each collision, I wondered why
I was driving on a road with more obstacles than a safari path. The
question seemed particularly relevant in light of the fact that I had
learned to drive years earlier in London. Nevertheless the training
delivered: By the last lesson I had embraced speed with newfound
Kurdish bravery. 

The business of driving lessons is a relatively new venture in
Southern Kurdistan. Previously people learned the craft from rel-
atives, but increased modernization in the region has created a
growing demand for formalized instruction. This has given rise to
a new market of mobile driving schools, paved by instructors who
set the rules on the road. For its part, the regional government sets
an age limit for the operation of vehicles, and penalizes those
caught violating regulations, but people with powerful connections
often escape punishment.
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Closing

September is near and it is time for my return to London. I am
torn between leaving Kurdistan and returning to the place I have
called home for half of my life. The ride to the airport is bit-
tersweet, marked by sadness and excitement. Parts of the road fall
from sight into the backdrop as the car conquers each mile, and
with them nestles my heart in the mounds of this beautiful land. I
open the window and the distinctive scent of dry terrain consoles
my soul. A nostalgic screen appears before my eyes, in the style of
near afterlife slides, with the story of my summer adventure. It fea-
tures people I love and people I do not understand and people who
mystify me - some of them stars in all three categories. Suddenly
the bright lights of a bustling city pierce through the image, and
London comes into focus, claiming the spotlight. We arrive at the
designated terminal and outside stands an airplane whose wings
extend beyond the Middle Eastern tarmacadam. I feel infinitely
happy.

"No matter what you do, the UK will never be your homeland",
informed a friend in 2009. The comment was hurtful, but mostly
unconvincing because it lacked logical sense. Such declarations do
not seduce me because I am optimistic and understand that human-
ity is greater than territorial borders or ethnic characteristics. I be-
lieve that the scope of human existence and benevolence can ex-
tend beyond societal delineations. Thus a Russian millionaire may
want to feed 1000 families in rural Kenya just as a Norwegian
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teacher might help educate young men in a South African town-
ship. The point is that it matters not where need lies, but whether
we seize the open invitation to help improve conditions for other
human beings. Kurdistan is one of these places, where the sound-
ing alarm is loud and clear. Poor people in this area - particularly
women and children - balance their lives on a thin wire pulled by
devastation and injustice. To help them we do not need Kurdish
ancestry or a desire to blame the inherently corrupt system that has
failed them; we need vision, organization, capital and an un-
shakable commitment to justice. 

The magnificent view from above the Citadel of Arbil reminds
me that the area is ripe for change in both tangible and cultural
landscapes. I see great promise in the region, and I have begun to
work with local organizations to inspire a culture of voluntarism
among young people. Volunteer work and camaraderie will help
them discover the seeds of unity that move nations forward.

Kurdistan has powerful people willing to engineer social and po-
litical change. Many of them have offered moral and logistical
support to me at crucial junctures. My call to bring attention to
Kurdistan began with a laptop and an open heart, but during the
course of my exploration I encountered others moved by mutual
concern. I now understand that I am not alone in my quest to help.
There are countless others wanting to steer Kurdistan in the direc-
tion of progress, to a place of balanced possibility, where power
and greed never drown humanity. 

There are men and women in the region whose concern for the
environment motivates them to reassess old systems that com-
promise our health and ecosystems. New leaders have begun to
demonstrate concern for the impoverished areas of Kurdistan.
They express a keen desire to see young people learn that the path
to education is universal. These small steps help Kurdistan bask
under promising limelight.
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